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WelCome
dear Colleagues, 

Welcome to the third «International Congress on Research of Rare and Orphan diseases», 
RE(ACT) Congress 2016. It is a pleasure to host you here in Barcelona, Europe’s largest me-
tropolis on the Mediterranean coast. A stimulating program with a dedicated community 
of scientists and experts from many countries is waiting for you. Over the next days we will 
discuss progress in research of rare diseases and in issues of translational medicine. The 
overall aim of this congress is not only to bring together researchers and their knowledge 
but also to promote research on rare and orphan diseases among the general public, in-
dustry and policy makers. new and promising therapies and treatments must be rapidly 
delivered to patients all around the world. 

To ensure exchange of information and collaboration on a continuous basis after the con-
gress we created the online RE(ACT) Community (react-community.org). Its mission is to 
facilitate scientifi c cooperation, but also to increase knowledge sharing and promote re-
search projects through crowdfunding. The Community also aims at promoting opportuni-
ties to optimize synergies between stakeholders, from patient organizations to academic 
institutions, centers of expertise, health industry, regulators and policy makers.

during the congress, we are going to launch an online petition to advocate for research on 
rare diseases. We believe that public policy plays a crucial role in advancing rare disease re-
search. The Orphan drug Act in the uS and the European Regulation n. 141/2000 demon-
strate the impact that policy decisions can have in driving forward innovative research and 
show the successful outcomes that public policy intervention can achieve. however, much 
more international attention is needed to push forward research and increase prevention, 
diagnosis and treatments for rare disease patients. 

The petition includes the most strategic points that deserve the attention of institutions 
and international organizations. The contents of the petition are going to be further devel-
oped throughout the year in a position paper that will be offi cially handed to Rare diseases 
International (RdI) during the 2017 Rare disease day. This document will assist RdI in its 
advocacy work for rare diseases at the united nations, the World health Organization and 
with other international organizations. 
Sign and share the petition: blackswanfoundation.ch/en/petition/

We are pleased about your active participation to the debates over the coming days and on 
behalf of the organizers we hope you will enjoy your time in Barcelona.

dr. Olivier Menzel     dr. daria Julkowska
BLACKSWAn Foundation    E-RARE

WelCome meSSaGe

BLACKSWAn Foundation    E-RARE
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KeY FaCtS
Scientific program committee and advisory board
Kim Boycott, CAn - nathalie Cartier, FR - Orly Elpeleg, IL - Olaf horst Riess, dE - nicholas 
Katsanis, uSA - Yann Le Cam, FR - hanns Lochmüller, uK - Gert Matthijs, BE - Michael Mor-
ris, Ch - Francesc Palau, ES - nick Sireau, uK - Jordi Surrallés, ES

Venue
The RE(ACT) Congress 2016 is held in the Crowne Plaza Barcelona – Fira Center. Located in 
the city center between the famous Plaza de Espana and Gran Via Avenue, the Fira Center 
is only a 25 minutes’ drive from Barcelona’s International Airport and close to the metro 
station Plaza Espana.
If you decide to enjoy the attractions of the Barcelona City Centre, you are only a few 
metro stops away. See Gaudi’s impressive Sagrada Familia or spend some time among 
the pavement cafes and entertainers of Las Ramblas, or take a quick drive to Barcelona’s 
beach.

Congress Initiator
BLACKSWAn Foundation
Chemin de la Riaz 11
Ch-1418 Vuarrens
blackswanfoundation.ch

Congress organizers
BLACKSWAn Foundation
E-Rare

professional Congress organizer
Amiconi Consulting is an internationally recognized Company, which, thanks to its experi-
ence, professionalism and dynamism, is equipped to find efficient and innovative solutions 
for the organization of Conventions, Meetings, Incentive Travel Programs, Tours, Seminars, 
Meetings, Product Launches and Events. The Company performs at the regional, national 
and international level, provides a wide range of services from general advice to highly 
focused solutions.

Amiconi Consulting
Via Al Forte 10
Ch – 6900 Lugano
+41 91 921 38 12
amiconiconsulting.ch

KeY FaCtS
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Important information for speakers 
We kindly ask the speakers to submit their presentation to the people in charge of the 
technic at least two hours before their talk.

Speakers presenting in the morning session of the day should submit their presentations 
the evening before so as to avoid the “mad-rush” in the early morning.

Only presentation saved on a data medium such as a uSB stick or Cd-ROM will be approved. 
Please note that is not possible to use your own laptop.

Presentation should be created in Microsoft PowerPoint, Keynote or PdF. Furthermore, 
please use standard fonts of Windows.
To facilitate allocation, please create a respective folder on your storage medium including 
your presentation (e.g. RE(ACT) 2016_Speaker’s name_Session).

To avoid missing links to video files, we kindly ask the presenters either to use the “pack 
for Cd” function in PowerPoint or provide all clips used in the presentation in an additional 
folder on the Cd or on the flash drive.

Important information for abstract presenters
We kindly ask all poster presenters to meet the following guidelines:
The size of your poster should not exceed dIn Format A0 Portrait - 841 mm wide and 1189 
mm height. Bonding material is provided in the poster area.

 – Posters may be set up on 8th March 2016 from 5pm.
 – Posters should be removed on 12th March from 12pm.
 – Poster which have not been removed after this time will be discarded. Please note that 

the posters and others material will not be sent to you after the conference.

posters
Please be present in front of your poster during the poster sessions dedicated to your topic.

disclaimer: 
the speaker biographies and the abstracts are printed as received by the authors.
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SCHedule at a GlanCe
tuesday 8th march

9.00 - 17.00  2016 E-RARE, membership meeting (closed)

Wednesday 9th march

 9.00 - 16.00 Special Session European Medicine Agency (EMA)
 14.00 - 17.00 A. Session : drug repositioning and personalized medicine
 17.00 - 18.00 Poster A. Session
 18.00 - 20.00 Public Opening Ceremony

thursday 10th march

 9.00 - 12.00 B. Session : nGS and undiagnosed rare diseases (Session supported by Synlab)
 12.00 - 13.00 Lunch
 13.00 - 14.00 Poster B & C Session
 14.00 - 17.00 C. Session : Pathophysiology
 17.00 - 19.00 Poster B & C Session

Friday 11th march

 8.30 - 13.00 d. Session : Bringing Treatments to the Clinic
 12.00 - 13.00 Lunch
 13.00 - 12.00 Poster d & E Session
 13.00 - 17.00 E. Session : neurological diseases
 17.00 - 19.00 Poster d & E Session

Saturday 12th march

 9.00 - 14.00 F. Session : Patients and research (Session supported by Actelion)

SCHedule at a GlanCe
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proGram
tuesday 8th march

9.00 - 19.00 2016 E-RARE, Membership meeting (closed)

Wednesday 9th march

9.00 - 13.00 Workshop
 Interactions between EMA and Rd researchers on pre-licensing activities
 • Pre-licensing activities of EMA with the presentation of relevant 
  EMA services (COMP, SAWP, PdCO, CAT)
 • Orphan designation and incentives for researchers including infor-
  mation on how to submit Od and Protocol assistance – how it works
 • Lessons learnt from horizon 2020 success stories on obtaining an Od
14.00 -17.00  Face-to-face meetings with EMA officers

14.00 - 17.00 A. Session : drug repositioning and personalized medicine
 • Bruce Bloom, uSA “Back to the Future-how drug Repositioning has 
  and Will Create Treatments for unsolved diseases”
 • Luigi Maiuri, IT “drug repositioning for the personalized therapy 
  of cystic fibrosis”
 • Leena Bruckner-Tuderman, dE “Repurposing losartan to ameliorate 
  dystrophic epidermolysis bulls”
 • Alex MacKenzie, CA “Pinging the Transcriptome; Mining 
  the Pharmacopeia for Rare Inherited disorder Therapies”
 • Martina Cornel (Abstract n° A008) “Teaching an old dog new tricks? 
  Lessons on using n-of-one trials to repurpose treatments for rare 
  diseases: the example of ephedrine for myasthenia gravis”
 • dorianna Sandonà (Abstract n° A010) “novel therapeutic perspectives 
  for sarcoglycanopathy by assisting protein folding”

17.00 - 18.00 Poster A. Session
18.00 - 20.00 Public Opening Ceremony
 • Christopher P. Austin, uSA “Catalyzing Translational Innovation”
 • Yann Le Cam, FR
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thursday 10th march

9.00 - 12.00 B. Session : nGS and undiagnosed rare diseases (Session supported by Synlab)
 • Kerstin nagel-Wolfrum, dE “usher syndrome – challenges fordiagnosis 
  and treatment”
 • holger Prokisch, dE “Tracking Mitochondrial diseases through next 
  Generation Sequencing”
 • Corina Shtir, uSA “An Effective Approach for diagnosing Rare Genetic 
  diseases within the Saudi Population”
 • Joris Veltman, nL “de novo mutations in intellectual disability: 
  From gene to genome and from research to diagnostics”
 • Ana Rath (Abstract n° B008) “hIPBI-Rd: harmonising phenomics 
  information for a better interoperability in the rare disease field”
12.00 - 13.00 Lunch
13.00 - 14.00 Poster B&C Session
14.00 - 17.00 C. Session : Pathophysiology
 • Inderjeet dokal, uK “dyskeratosis congenita and related diseases 
  of telomeres”
 • hélène dollfus, FR “Bardet-Biedl, Alström and related ciliopathies 
  pathogenesis : from ultra rare diseases to more common diseases”
 • Jan hoeijmakers, nL “dnA Repair syndromes: key for understanding 
  aging”
 • Marguerite neerman-Arbez, Ch “Of Fish and Men – using zebrafish 
  to study rare genetic disorders of hemostasis”
 • Marco Tartaglia, IT “RASopathies – The other face of RAS signalling 
  dysregulation”
 • Cristina Borralleras Fumaña (Abstract n° C004) “Epigallocatechin 
  gallate effect on a Williams-Beuren syndrome mouse model”
 • Stephan Pabinger (Abstract n° B005) “Interactive software for the 
  integrated analysis and identification of rare and undiagnosed diseases 
  using nGS data”
17.00 - 19.00 Poster B&C Session
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Friday 11th march

8.30 - 12.00 d. Session : Bringing Treatments to the Clinic
 • Juan Bueren, ES “non targeted and Targeted Gene Therapy 
  Approaches in Fanconi Anemia”
 • Coen Ottenheijm, nL “Fast Skeletal Troponin Activation for Restoring 
  Muscle Strength in Mouse Models of nemaline Myopathy”
 • Gert Matthijs, BE “Therapies and treatment for (very) rare 
  and genetically heterogeneous disorders: why (not) CdG ?”
 • danilo A. Tagle, uSA “Innovative Tools for drug development 
  and disease Modeling”
 • Renée Zwanenburg (Abstract n° d003) “Challenges and experiences 
  of conducting a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial for a 
  rare genetic disorder: Intranasal insulin in Phelan-Mcdermid syndrome”
 • Juan R. Rodriguez-Madoz (Abstract n° d006) “Generation of tools for 
  disease modelling of Primary hyperoxaluria by cell reprogramming”
 • hiroshi Mizushima (Abstract n° F009) “development of Remote data Entry 
  System for national nambyo (Intractable Rare disease) registry in Japan”
12.00 - 13.00 Lunch 
13.00 - 14.00 Poster d&E Session
13.00 - 17.00 E. Session neurological diseases
 • Giovanni Stevanin, FR “delving into the complexity of spinocerebellar 
  degenerations, how next generation sequencing improved our knowledge”
 • Shimon Edvardson, IL “Rare neurogenetic disorders: the clinicians 
  perspective”
 • Julio Montoya, ES “Mitochondrial diseases: state of the art”
 • Olaf horst Riess, dE ” The new role of Medical Genetics in Clinical 
  Guiding”
 • Marjo Van der Knaap, nL “update on leukodystrophies”
 • heike heuer (Abstract n° E009) “Therapeutic potential of thyroid 
  hormone analogs Triac and ditpa in Allan-herndon-dudley Syndrome”
17.00 - 19.00 Poster d&E Session
 
Saturday 12th march

9.00 - 12.00 F. Session : Patients and research (Session supported by Actelion)
 • Erica daina, IT “Rare diseases registries as tools for clinical research”
 • heather Etchevers, FR “Crowdfunding primary rare disease research : 
  bootstraps and biobanks”
 • Jan Geissler, dE “The benefits of patient involvement in research and 
  development”
 • Virginia Llera, AR “LA&C: Opportunities and Challenges to Rare 
  diseases Research”
 • Conny van Ravenswaaij-Arts (Abstract n° F003) “The power of social 
  media for karyotype-phenotype analysis of rare chromosome disorders”
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auStIn CHrIStopHer p.
Christopher Austin is director of the national Center for Advancing Translational Sciences 
(nCATS) at the u.S. national Institutes of health. nCATS’ mission is to catalyze the genera-
tion of innovative methods and technologies that will enhance the development, testing and 
implementation of diagnostics and therapeutics across a wide range of human diseases and 
conditions. Before becoming nCATS director in September 2012, he was director of the 
nCATS division of Preclinical Innovation, which focuses on translating basic science discover-
ies into new treatments, particularly for rare and neglected diseases, and developing new 
technologies and paradigms to improve the efficiency of therapeutic and diagnostic develop-
ment. In this role, he founded and directed numerous initiatives including the nIh Chemical 
Genomics Center (nCGC), the Therapeutics for Rare and neglected diseases (TRnd) pro-
gram, and the Toxicology in the 21st Century (Tox21) program. Before joining nIh in 2002, 
dr. Austin directed research programs genomics-based target discovery, pharmacogenomics, 
and neuropsychiatric drug development at Merck, with a particular focus on schizophrenia. 
Austin earned an A.B. in biology from Princeton university and an M.d. from harvard Medi-
cal School. he completed clinical training in internal medicine and neurology at Massachu-
setts General hospital, and a research fellowship in genetics at harvard.

Bloom BruCe
dr. Bruce Bloom is President and Chief Science Officer of Cures Within Reach, a uS based 
global charity that improves patient quality and length of life by facilitating proof of concept 
clinical trials testing the repurposing of human approved drugs, devices and nutriceuticals for 
new indications, especially in rare and neglected diseases.
Cures Within Reach’s newest venture is CureAccelerator™, the only global online repurpos-
ing research collaboration platform designed to bring together funders, clinicians, research-
ers, industry and lay stakeholders to create and conduct pilot clinical trials that drive more 
repurposed treatments to more patients more quickly.
dr. Bloom was selected as an International Ashoka Social Entrepreneur Fellow in 2010 for 
his system-changing solutions to one the world’s most urgent social problems, cure devel-
opment. his business experience spans not-for-profit and for-profit work in research, law, 
healthcare, medical malpractice, risk management, regulatory affairs, product development, 
food service, art, and education.
dr. Bloom is on the Science Advisory Board (SAB) of Rediscovery Life Sciences, SAB member 
for the GARROd AKu Consortium, Trustee of the Kendall College Charitable Trust, member 
of the Board of Councilors of Midwestern university, and Client Advisor to northwestern 
Mutual Financial network. dr. Bloom hosts the Clinician’s Roundtable on ReachMd.com, and 
is a facilitator for Pathways to Successful Living.

BruCKner-tuderman leena
Leena Bruckner-Tuderman is professor and chair of the department of dermatology at 
the Medical Center – university of Freiburg, in Freiburg, Germany, and coordinator of the 
Freiburg Center for Rare diseases. As a physician-scientist she combines basic and transla-
tional research with patient care.
She studied medicine in Oulu, Finland, and after an experimental dissertation in molecular 
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medicine, continued her postdoctoral work in biochemistry in Piscataway, n.J., uSA, and in 
structural biology in Basel, Switzerland. She specialized in dermatology at university of Zur-
ich, Switzerland and was a Score-Fellow of the Swiss national Science Foundation. Thereafter 
she became a heisenberg fellow of the German Research Foundation (dFG) and moved to 
the Münster university, Germany, where she became professor of dermatology. during this 
period in Münster she was also a visiting professor at the university of hong Kong and at the 
harvard Medical School, Boston. In 2003 she relocated to university of Freiburg, where she 
also was fellow and director of the School of Life Sciences – LIFEnET of the Freiburg Institute 
for Advanced Studies in 2007 – 2013.
She has been and continues to be a board member of numerous national and international 
committees, organizations and foundations, organizer of programmes and conferences, e.g. 
Gordon Research Conferences. She has received numerous prizes, is a member of the Ger-
man Academy of Sciences Leopoldina and the Vice President for Medicine of the German 
Research Foundation, dFG.The research focus of the Bruckner-Tuderman lab encompasses 
molecular genetics and disease mechanisms of rare skin diseases, and development of mo-
lecular therapies, as well as biology of basement membranes and the extracellular matrix, 
epithelial-mesenchymal communication, cell-matrix interactions.

Bueren a. Juan
Juan Bueren is the head of the hematopoietic Innovative Therapies division at the CIEMAT 
and the Centre for Biomedical Research on Rare diseases (CIBERER). Since 2004 is also the 
Coordinator of the Advanced Therapies unit of the Fundación Jiménez díaz and CIEMAT. 
Awards of Appreciation and distinguished Service Award from the Fanconi Anemia Research 
Foundation (FARF). Former President of the Spanish Society for Gene and Cell Therapy (2011-
2013). Board member of the European Society for Gene and Cell Therapy. Member of the 
hematologic and Immunologic Gene and Cell Therapy Committee from the American So-
ciety for Gene and Cell Therapy. Author of 125 papers in international journals on topics 
related with hematopoietic stem cells, gene therapy and cell reprogramming.

daIna erICa
dr. Erica daina is a senior representative member of the Clinical Research Centre for Rare 
diseases (CRCRd) established in 1992 in Italy, as part of the Mario negri Institute for Phar-
macological Research.
The Centre mission is to promote independent clinical research, particularly focussed on rare, 
genetic diseases. It has also developed as a clearinghouse of information to patients, families, 
physicians and health authorities, and has established one of the first helpline for patients in 
Italy. Since 2001 the CRCRd is the Coordinating Centre of the Regional network for Rare dis-
eases in the Lombardy Region and it collaborates with the national Center for Rare diseases, 
which is part of the Italian Istituto Superiore di Sanità.
Erica daina got her degree in Medicine at the university of Milan in 1987 and the specialisa-
tion in Medical nephrology in 1990.  She performed her training at the II° Medical division 
– San Raffaele hospital – Milan, and at the division of nephrology and dialysis – Riuniti hos-
pital – Bergamo. In 1991 she started her collaboration with the Mario negri Institute and she 
got the specialization in Pharmacological Research.

18 SpeaKerS’ BIoGrapHIeS
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Professional positions: 1996 – 2009:head, Information Center for Rare diseases. June 2009 
– present: head, Laboratory of Rare diseases documentation and Research. January 2002 – 
present: Representative of Coordinating Centre – Regional network for Rare diseases.
She is involved in several national and international projects and collaborations in the field of 
public health issues and research in rare diseases.

doKal InderJeet
Professor Inderjeet dokal graduated in Medicine from the university of Leicester in 1983. he 
moved to hammersmith hospital (London) in 1984 where he received his post graduate clini-
cal and research training. he was appointed Consultant in Paediatric haematology in 1995 
and was conferred the title of Professor of haematology at Imperial College London in 2003. 
In 2006 he was recruited to the Chair of Child health at Barts and The London/Queen Mary 
university of London where he currently leads the Centre for Genomics and Child health. his 
principal research interest is the pathophysiology of aplastic anaemia (AA)/bone marrow fail-
ure. Over the past 20 years his group has determined the genetic basis and pathophysiology 
of several sub types of bone marrow failure. This has shown the importance of telomerase 
and telomeres in humans and the consequences of their dysfunction. Current research is 
focussed on elucidating the genetic basis and pathophysiology of the many uncharacterized 
cases of dyskeratosis congenita, aplastic anaemia, myelodysplasia and related disorders. he 
was elected Fellow of The Academy of Medical Sciences (FMedSci) in 2010.

dollFuS Hélène
hélène dollfus trained in Strasbourg, Paris and London and is a Md specialized in ophthal-
mology as well as medical genetics. She is appointed as a professor in medical genetics and 
as a consultant in medical genetics at the Strasbourg university hospital (huS) where she is 
the head of the medical genetics department. She is the coordinator of the Centre for Rare 
Genetic Ophthalmic diseases located in Strasbourg and is the national coordinator for the 
rare disease network on sensorial genetics: the SEnSGEnE filière. After obtaining her Phd she 
set a research group focused on the field of syndromic retinal degenerations and more widely 
on the ciliopathies group of diseases. She has set the Medical Genetics Research Laboratory 
at the Strasbourg university (unISTRA) also recognised as an InSERM unit (u1112). Since 
2011 she is the vice president for research of the steering committee of the second French 
national Rare disease Plan (PnMR2). hd is a senior member of the Institut universitaire de 
France (IuF). In the last two years she has been awarded : the Grand Prix Robert debré (2014) 
; the Prix recherche InSERM (2014) ; the Prix FondactionAlsace Talent d’avenir ( 2015).

edVardSon SImon
dr. Edvardson is a consultant and researcher at the hadassah university hospital of the he-
brew university of Jerusalem. his special interests are the genetic underpinnings of rare in-
herited neurological disorders. The main focus of his work has been to integrate the novel 
genetic tools such as next Generation Sequencing into the routine care of patients and 
bring  those techniques to the bedside. dr. Edvardson  completed his fellowship in hadas-
sah in 2006 and has since then worked there as a consultant at the neuropediatric unit. he 
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has been part of the neurogenetic team, headed by Prof. Orly Elpeleg, which has discovered 
several novel genes responsible for rare neurogenetic disorders. Further collaborations with 
German, Japanese, American and Swedish scientists have been established in the process to 
elucidate the pathophysiology of the mutations identified.

etCHeVerS HeatHer
heather Etchevers is a tenured scientist with the Institut national de la Santé et la Recherche 
Médicale in Marseille, France. She earned a joint Ph.d. with the university of California at 
Berkeley and université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris. her research group is located at the 
université Aix-Marseille, within a department devoted to the diagnosis, study and treatment 
of rare genetic disorders. using experimental approaches from basic developmental biology, 
animal and cellular models, and human tissues, dr. Etchevers and her collaborators have 
published over 45 peer-reviewed articles on the etiology of multiple congenital malforma-
tions. Since 1999, dr. Etchevers regularly addresses rare disease patient advocacy groups 
and offers courses in embryology for continuing medical education around the world. She 
is currently on the editorial boards of Birth defects Research Part A: Clinical and Molecular 
Teratology and PeerJ, and chairs the Scientific Advisory Board for the international naevus 
Global federation.

GeISSler Jan
Jan Geissler is working for the European Patients’ Forum in his role as director of the ‘Europe-
an Patients Academy on Therapeutic Innovation’, a project funded by Innovative Medicines 
Initiative (IMI). EuPATI develops educational material and training courses to educate patient 
representatives and the lay public about all processes involved in medicines development.  he 
is also founder and managing director of Patvocates and acts as independent advisor in the 
triangle of cancer policy, patient advocacy and social media.
After his university diploma in Business Management in the uK and Germany, Jan held vari-
ous managerial positions in telecommunications R&d and media industry think tanks before 
he focused his professional life on patient advocacy in 2008. Being a leukemia survivor who 
participated in various clinical trials himself, Jan founded the online patient community Leu-
kämie-Online/LeukanET in 2002, which is one of the most frequented online platforms for 
leukemia patients on the German speaking Internet today. In 2003, he co-founded the Euro-
pean Cancer Patient Coalition and became its first full time director 2008. In 2007, Jan also 
co-founded the CML Advocates network which is connecting 102 leukemia patient groups 
from 78 countries on all continents today. he is a patients’ representative in various advisory 
boards, e.g. the European Commission Group of Experts on Rare diseases, the European 
Commission Expert Group on Cancer Control, the editorial journals of “Journal of European 
CME”, “Journal of Cancer Policy” and “Journal of Research Involvement and Engagement”, 
the ESMO Patient Advocacy Working Group, the ECCO Patient Advisory Committee, the 
Institutional Review Board of EORTC, the scientific advisory board of the International CML 
Foundation, and the External Advisory Board of the university Clinic of Jena. he also acts 
as an independent expert for the European Commission. he is also founder and managing 
director of Patvocates, acting as independent consultant in cancer policy, patient advocacy 
and social media.

SpeaKerS’ BIoGrapHIeS
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HoeJImaKerS Jan
Jan hoeijmakers joined the dept. of Genetics of the Erasmus university in Rotterdam in 1981 
to work on dnA repair. his team succeeded in cloning the first of many subsequent human 
dnA-repair genes allowing elucidation of the reaction mechanism of nucleotide excision 
repair, discovered the strong evolutionary conservation of dnA repair, resolved the basis of 
a variety of enigmatic human repair syndromes and identified a new class of ‘basal tran-
scription disorders’. his laboratory generated a comprehensive series of mouse dnA repair 
mutants, strikingly mimicking the corresponding human syndromes, which provided detailed 
insight into the complex etiology of human repair diseases. he discovered a very strong, 
initially highly controversial connection between dnA damage and (bona fide) aging, and on 
this basis proposed a trade-off between cancer and aging. By modulating dnA repair, dam-
age induction and nutrition my team succeeded in largely controlling the process of aging in 
mice. The type of dnA repair defect is found to determine the type of segmental accelerated 
aging and/or cancer. The severity of dnA repair deficiency correlates with the rate of acceler-
ated aging: shortening lifespan and time of onset of many aging-related diseases from years 
to weeks. Conditional repair mutants allow targeting accelerated aging to any organ, tissue 
or stage of development. Expression profiling revealed an unexpected similarity between 
short- and long-lived mice: both suppress the somatotrophic axis, which extends lifespan. 
This work led to the identification of a highly intriguing ‘survival response’ that promotes 
healthy aging and counteracts cancer by redirecting energy from growth to maintenance. 
Importantly, by nutritional interventions in collaboration with the RIVM (Bilthoven), his team 
very recently succeeded in extending lifespan of some repair mutants over 2-fold, which for 
mammals is unprecedented. Moreover, the mouse mutants turned out to be far superior 
models for neurodegenerative disorders, like Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases, than any 
currently available model. nutritional interventions strongly delayed the development of this 
dementia. Additionally his laboratory developed a new line of in vivo research revealing the 
highly dynamic organization of dnA repair in living cells and intact organisms. his group 
also generated the first mouse mutants with intrinsic defects in the biological clock. In sum-
mary, his work places dnA damage at the basis of cancer and aging, highlights the flexible 
nature of aging and establishes the repair mutants as suitable tools for identification of life 
span extending pharmaceutical and nutraceutical interventions in mammals. This opens new 
perspectives for prevention or treatment of aging-related diseases, which are associated with 
enormous loss of QoL and constitute the main medical and health care challenges in all 
developed countries.

llera VIrGInIa
Coordinator of the first multi-centric rare diseases survey granted by the health-Research 
division of the Argentina national Ministry of health (MSn). Author of several research and 
awareness articles on rare diseases and orphan drugs, published at Science, ActaPaediatrica, 
Rare Journal, among others, and including journalist articles. Awarded by different patient in-
stitutions including EuRORdIS (France, 2007), Crystal Children Organization (Panama, 2011), 
FEMEXER (Mexico, 2014), ICORd (Sweden 2015) and others. Advisor/consultant for the de-
velopment of Rare diseases legislations in different countries (Argentina, Brazil, Columbia, 
Peru). External Advisor of the health Ministry at the Province of Buenos Airesfor the regula-
tion of the Rare diseases Law. hTAi member (health Technology Assessments International).
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maCKenZIe alex
Alex MacKenzie, an attending pediatrician at the Children’s hospital of Eastern Ontario 
(ChEO) in Ottawa Canada has served as the CEO and Science director of the ChEO Research 
Institute as well as Vice President of Research for both ChEO and Genome Canada in addi-
tion to being founding scientist of the AeGera biotech company.   dr. MacKenzie’s laboratory 
has conducted translational research on the rare pediatric disorder spinal muscular atrophy 
over the past 25 years; in recent years has broadened its focus with its involvement in the 
enhance Care for Rare project to search for therapies for a larger number of rare diseases.

maIurI luIGI
Prof. Luigi Maiuri, is Research director of the European Institute for Research in Cystic Fibrosis 
at the San Raffaele Scientific Institute in Milan since 2007 and Associate Professor of Pediat-
rics at the university of Eastern Pedmont. Since 2002 to 2007 he was appointed as honorary 
Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Child health and Great Ormond Street hospital, university 
College of London and from 2008 to 2011 as Visiting Professor at the Cancer Sciences divi-
sion of the university of Southampton.
his scientific interest focusses on disease mechanisms and their modulation. Firstly, his studies 
focused on the modulation of the innate immune response in celiac disease. he discovered 
the rules of cooperation between innate and adaptive mucosal immune response to gliadin 
and unveiled the role of IL15 in driving immune/autoimmune disease phenotype in celiac 
disease (Lancet, 2003). Moreover, he studied how degenerate self-reactive human T cell re-
ceptor may cause spontaneous autoimmune disease in mice (nature Med 2004). Since 2007, 
his scientific interest has focussed on cystic fibrosis. his pioneering studies on autophagy have 
deciphered the relationship between the genetic CFTR defect and proteostasis and demon-
strated how manipulating autophagy can circumvent CFTR defect (nature Cell Biol 2010).
While as a clinician he is interested in drug repositioning for the personalized therapy of cystic 
fibrosis. he implemented at the laboratories of the European Institute for Research in Cystic 
Fibrosis a multifaceted cascade of pre-clinical models for translational and reverse transla-
tional approaches to therapy. Recently, in collaboration with Prof. Guido Kroemer, Prof. Val-
eria Raia and dr. Anil Mehta he translated pre-clinical data to patient’s therapy showing that 
a combination of two repurposed proteostasis regulators can reverse the CFTR defect of the 
most common CFTR mutant and ameliorate disease phenotype in CF patients (Autophagy 
2014). In February 2014 the Orphan drug designation for the use of cysteamine in Cystic 
Fibrosis was granted to Prof. Maiuri’s lab by the European Medicines Agency.
he has published more than 90 peer-reviewed scientific papers on international journals of 
high impact factor, and contributed to review articles and book chapters. he has a relevant 
teaching experience in national and international universities and was invited speaker in 
more than 50 international research meetings. his research activity is supported by several 
national and European grants.
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mattHIJS Gert
Gert MATThIJS is head of the Laboratory for Molecular diagnostics at the Center for human 
Genetics in Leuven, and Professor at the university of Leuven, Belgium. he has been involved 
in the diagnostics of inherited diseases since 1994. The Center for human Genetics is the 
largest genetic department in Belgium. The laboratory is offering molecular tests for the 
more common genetic diseases like cystic fibrosis, fragile X syndrome, huntington’s disease, 
myotonic dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, hemophilia and duchenne/Becker Muscular 
dystrophy, and for a series of less frequent disorders. The laboratory also offers testing for 
familial breast- and ovarium cancer (BRCA1 and BRCA2) and familial colon cancer and other 
familial cancer syndromes.
his major research interest is in Congenital disorders of Glycosylation (CdG), a group of rare 
inborn errors of metabolism. he was the coordinator of EuROGLYCAnET, a European project 
focusing on the identification of novel defects and the generation of models for CdG. For 
this work on CdG, he received the “Körber European Science Award” in 2004, together with 
Prof. von Figura, Prof. Aebi, Prof. hennet, Prof. Jaeken and Prof. Lehle.
he was coordinator of EuROGEnTEST2, a network for the further development, harmoniza-
tion, validation and standardization of genetic testing in Europe, funded by the European 
Commission, and a member of TEChGEnE, a European project for the introduction of next 
generation sequencing tools in diagnostics.
he is the coordinator of EuRO-CdG-2, a European research network directed towards im-
proving diagnosis and treatment of inborn errors of glycosylation. This project has received 
funding from the European union’s horizon 2020 research and innovation program under 
the ERA-net Cofund action n°643578. It was supported by FWO, under the frame of E-Rare, 
the ERA-net for research on Rare diseases.
he was a Board member and chaired the Patenting and Licensing Committee of the Euro-
pean Society of human Genetics (EShG), and played an important role in the European op-
position against the BRCA patents.
he is a member of the Scientific diagnostic Committee of IRdiRC (International Rare disease 
Research Consortium) and an Alternate member of the Commission Expert Group on Rare 
diseases (formally EuCERd).
At the national level, he has been a thriving force for a revision of the reimbursement system 
for genetic tests.
Together with J. Vermeesch, he has coordinated a workgroup on legal, ethical and societal as-
pects of total genome analysis (in the context of the Metaforum initiative of the university).
Together with P. Borry (Center for Biomedical Ethics and Law), he organized an exposition on 
cartoons and genetics in the summer of 2014, and published a book about genetics for the 
public (‘Iedereen GEniaal’), that will soon be translated in English.

montoYa JulIo
Professor, department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. university of Zaragoza. Member 
of CIBERER (CIBER for Rare diseases). Spain. Education and training: Graduation (1973) and 
Master (1974) in Pharmacy; Phd in Biochemistry (1977). university Complutense of Madrid. 
Positions and Employment: Teaching Assistant at dpt Biochemistry. university Complutense. 
Madrid. Spain (1979); department of Microbiology. Bristol university, England . 1976; division 
of Biology. California Institute of Technology. uSA. 1979-83; 1984; 1989; 1998; Associate 
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Professor. dpt. Biochemistry. university of Zaragoza. Spain (1983-2003); Profesore a Contrat-
to. università di Bari. Italy (1987). honors: Prize to Research Excellency to the best Scientific 
carrer. 2004; Royal Academy of Science Prize. Zaragoza. 2005. Research interest: My research 
interest has always been related to the mitochondrial genetic system. during my stay at the 
California Institute of Technology (uSA), laboratory of Giuseppe Attardi, I was involved in the 
human Mitochondrial Genome. This project gave rise to important contributions on the mi-
tochondrial transcriptome: isolation, identification and sequencing chararacterization of the 
human mitochondrial RnAs. Thus it was described, for the first time, the existance of mRnAs 
starting directly by the initiation codon, constructed a transcription map, proposed a model 
of transcription of the human mtdnA and described the mode of RnA processing (tRnA 
punctuation model). Later on, in the university of Zaragoza I continued with the analysis of 
the mtdnA expression in differentiated mammalian organs, obtaining the first experimental 
evidences for the existence of autonomous regulation mechanisms in the mtdnA expres-
sion and the regulation of the mtdnA transcription by phosphorylation of the transcription 
termination factor.
After the first mtdnA mutation was associated with human disease, I decided to focus my 
reseach interest to the study mitochondrial diseases from different points of view: clinical, 
morphological, biochemical and genetic diagnosis (more than 3,100 patient’s samples from 
different Spanish, European and Latin-american countries hospitals have been analyzed), and 
using cellular models for determining the pathogeneicity of the mutations. new mutations 
causing mitochondrial diseases have been discovered and population variants in the mtdnA 
have been associated with different phenotypes. We also use cellular models for the stydy of 
OXPhOS in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer, Prkinson, etc.
I have 242 publications.

naGel-WolFrum KerStIn
nagel-Wolfrum Kerstin, dr. phil. nat. is group leader at the Johannes Gutenberg university 
of Mainz (JGu), Germany. She studied biology at the university of Karlsruhe (Th), Germany, 
and completed her diploma thesis in developmental biology and genetics at the Karlsruhe 
Institute for Technology (KIT). during her Phd conducted at the Georg Speyer haus, associ-
ated with the Johann Wolfgang Goethe university of Frankfurt, Germany, she developed a 
strong interest in translational medicine. She identified peptide aptamers, which interfere 
with the oncogenic transcription factor Stat3. Afterwards she focused on translational re-
search related to hereditary retinal disorders, mainly on the human usher syndrome, the 
most common form of combined deaf-blindness. As a postdoctoral research fellow at the 
Powell Gene Therapy Centre, university of Florida, Gainesville, uSA in W.W. hauswirth´s lab, 
she focused on the generation of adeno-associated virus (AAV). At the JGu Mainz she leads 
the ocular gene therapy team and is currently evaluating gene-based therapy strategies for 
hereditary retinal disorders, including i) gene augmentation via AAVs, ii) gene repair medi-
ated by homologues recombination using zinc finger nucleases and TALEnS as well as iii) 
translational read-through therapy. For her achievements she received the research award 
from “ProRetina Germany” and “Retina Suisse” in 2012. Since 2013 she is the coordinator 
of the E-RARE funded project “EuR-uSh”.
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neerman-arBeZ marGuerIte
Marguerite neerman-Arbez received her Ph.d. in Molecular Biology at the university of Ge-
neva in 1994. It is during her three year post-doctoral training with Professor Stylianos Antona-
rakis that she became interested in the molecular basis of human bleeding disorders. In 2002 
dr. neerman-Arbez was awarded a Swiss national Science Foundation Professorship (Career 
development Award, 2002-2008). In 2013 she became a Full Professor of Genetics in the de-
partment of Genetic Medicine and development, university of Geneva Faculty of Medicine.
Marguerite neerman-Arbez has received several international scientific prizes for her work 
on the molecular basis of fibrinogen disorders (European Society of human Genetics Young 
Investigator Award; International Prize for Research on Coagulation disorders from the An-
gelo Bianchi Bonomi Foundation, Roche Prize for Advancement in hemostasis Research.) 
dr. neerman-Arbez is a former member of the Swiss national Academy of Sciences Forum 
for Genetic Research and current member of the Board of Counselors of the International 
Fibrinogen Research Society.
s

ottenHeIJm Coen
The unifying theme of dr. Ottenheijm’s research concerns the regulatory and pathogenic role 
of myofilament proteins in striated muscle contraction.
dr. Ottenheijm received his doctorate at the dept of Pulmonology at the Radboud university 
nijmegen Medical Center in 2006, where he investigated the contribution of myofilament 
dysfunction to diaphragm weakness in patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary disease. 
his Phd research prompted dr. Ottenheijm to pursue a postdoctoral position in the lab of 
dr. henk Granzier at the university of Arizona (funded by a nWO Rubicon grant), where 
he focussed on the role of the giant myofilament proteins titin (the largest protein known 
to date) and nebulin in muscle function in health and disease. Subsequently, he moved to 
the dept of Physiology at Vumc to further increase his understanding of the role of nebulin 
and other myofilament proteins in muscle disease; this work was funded by a nWO VEnI 
grant. Currently, dr Ottenheijm is working at the dept of Physiology at Vumc – supported 
by a nWO VIdI grant – and is prinicipal investigator in three collaborative Eu-funded studies 
investigating novel transgenic mouse models of nebulin-based nemaline myopathy, and the 
therapeutic potential of tropnin activators. Furthermore, in collaboration with the depts of In-
tensive Care Medicine, Surgery and Anesthesiology at Vumc, dr Ottenheijm’s research group 
focusses on the pathogenesis of diaphragm weakness in conditions associated with altered 
diaphragm activity, such as pulmonary hypertension and mechanical ventilation. In 2014, he 
received a R01 grant (national Institutes of health) to support his diaphragm research.

proKISCH HolGer
holger Prokisch is head of the research group “Genetics of Mitochondrial disorders” at the 
Institute of human Genetic of the Technical university Munich and of the helmholtz Zentrum 
München, Germany. he undertook his graduate studies in Germany at the Technical uni-
versity hannover. After his postdoctoral training at the Institute for Physiological Chemistry, 
university of Munich, dr. Prokisch became head of the Biogenesis of Mitochondria research 
group at the same institute with Prof. W neupert before attaining his current position.
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his research focus seeks to understand genetic variation in both rare and common disorders 
leading to mitochondria-related disease. he was very successful in integrating genomic ap-
proaches with detailed functional biochemical investigations. By applying next generation 
sequencing the group has contributed to the discovery of more than 30 novel mitochondrial 
disease genes and diagnosed more than 400 patients. In his work, dr. Prokisch undertakes 
genomic, proteomic, metabolomic, and transcriptomic studies to produce a comprehensive 
picture of mitochondrial dysfunction. dr. Prokisch is principle investigator of two subprojects 
in the German network for mitochondrial disorders and he is coordinating the E-rare funded 
European network for mitochondrial disorders GEnOMIT.

rIeSS HorSt olaF
Prof Riess, Md, is full professor for Medical Genetics, director of the Institute of Medical 
Genetics and Applied Genomics, and founder and acting director of the Rare disease Cen-
ter Tübingen. he has more than 20 years of experience in clinical genetics and research 
of genetically caused disorders. Main focus on neurodegenerative and syndromal diseases; 
both from the clinical as well as from the basic research perspective. Special focus on geneti-
cally inherited movement disorders such as ataxias, huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, 
and dystonia, and on the application of genomic hTP technology in the clinical practise. 
To faster transfer genomic medicine into university settings he is co-founder of the Center 
for personalized medicine of the university of Tübingen. his group is also well known for 
genetically modified rat models of neurodegenerative diseases and for preclinical studies. 
Current research approaches also include rare cancer and the development of biomarkers 
for rare diseases. Olaf Riess is founder and owner of the SME “Genes and Therapy Gmbh” 
with the focus to accelerate personalized targeted treatment in cancer. he currently is and 
has been coordinator of numerous international, European and national funded consortia 
such as EuROSCA, MEFOPA, TEChGEnE, RATstream and neuromics. OR serves in numerous 
advisory boards such as the German initiative for Rare diseases (nAMSE), the EFSn task force 
on spinocerebellar ataxias, the executive member of the Ataxia study group (ASG), as a board 
member of the study section neuroscience (Fachgutachter) of the German Research Founda-
tion (dFG), as associated Member of the Commission on genetic diagnostics (Gendiagnostik-
Kommission) of the Ministry of health (BfG), or as a board member of the International Rare 
disease Research Consortium IRdiRC (diagnostics Scientific Committee). he was recently 
elected as President-elect of the European Society of human Genetics (EShG).  Published 
>350 papers.

SHtIr CorIna
dr. Corina Shtir is Senior director of Translational Medicine at Thermo Fisher Scientific. She 
joined the company in 2013, from the Wellcome Trust diabetes and Inflammatory Lab (dIL) 
in Cambridge, uK. her expertise spans many areas, enabling her to take an integrative ap-
proach to driving population-scale programs for both rare and complex disorders. her spe-
cialties include population genetics and biostatistics (Phd), statistical genetics, mathematics, 
epidemiology, and computational biology. her research collaborators in these areas include 
world-renowned scientists. She directs programs such as the Saudi human Genome Program, 
Stratified Medicine Scotland, the Taiwan national Genome Program, and other mid-East and 
European large-scale efforts. dr. Shtir serves as a scientific advisor on many committees and 
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initiatives, including the uS Million Veteran Program, the largest uS government program 
aimed at correlating genome sequences with health care information for use in personalized 
medicine. Prior to joining Thermo Fisher, Corina worked with John Todd, director of the Well-
come Trust dIL, and with david Clayton, previously head of Statistical Genetics at Cambridge 
Institute of Medical Research (CIMR), uK. While at the dIL, she developed a comprehensive 
method for detection and correction of artifacts in estimation of rare copy number variants 
and analysis of rare deletions in type 1 diabetes, a collaborative work between the Wellcome 
Trust, CIMR, and the university of Virginia. In the uK, she also collaborated with Kings Col-
lege leaders on studying autoimmune disorders. Corina also collaborated and published with 
scientific specialists in neurodevelopmental disorders (uCLA, uSC, university of Pennsylvania, 
Cardiff Centre for neuropsychiatric Genomics, uK), and in age-related macular degeneration 
and other complex disorders.

SteVanIn GIoVannI
Giovanni Stevanin is a neuroscientist and molecular biologist specialized on hereditary move-
ment disorders. After a Phd at the Pité-Salpêtrière hospital and a postdoctoral training at 
the Institut de Génétique Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire (IGBMC, Strasbourg), he was 
recruited as associate professor in 2000 and is now research director at InSERM (France) and 
Professor of neurogenetics at Ecole Pratique des hautes Etudes university (France). he man-
ages a team at the Institut du Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière (Paris, France) that focuses 
its studies on spinocerebellar degenerations, which include cerebellar ataxias and spastic 
paraplegias. The current projects cover both the genetic and physiopathological aspects of 
these diseases with the objectives to 1) identify new genes responsible for spinocerebellar 
degenerations using next generation sequencing in order to improve the nosology ot these 
disorders (the team has identified 15 causative genes in the field during the last 15 years) 
and 2) understand the mechanisms implicated in neurodegeneration to develop and design 
rational therapies to treat these diseases. This last aspect is investigated in 2 prototypes of 
these diseases; a) SPG11 and SPG56,  2 genes identified in the lab responsible for complex 
spastic paraplegias. To these ends, he benefits from an international network on these dis-
eases: SPATAX and the associated collections of patients.

taGle danIlo a.
dr. danilo Tagle is Associate director for Special Initiatives at the national Center for Ad-
vancing Translational Sciences (nCATS). he leads and provides scientific and programmatic 
oversight and coordination to the following trans-nIh programs: 1) nIh Microphysiological 
Systems (a.k.a. tissue chip) program, 2) Extracellular RnA Communication program, and 3) 
SPARC (Stimulating Peripheral Activity to Relieve Conditions) program. These activities involve 
coordination with other nIh institutes and centers, as well as partnerships with other gov-
ernment agencies, such FdA, dARPA, dTRA and the private sector. Prior to joining nCATS, 
dr. Tagle was a Program director for neurogenetics at the national Institute of neurological 
disorders and Stroke (nIndS) where he was involved in developing programs in genomics–
based approaches for basic and translational research in inherited brain disorders. dr. Tagle 
obtained his Ph.d. in Molecular Biology and Genetics from Wayne State university School of 
Medicine in 1990. he was an nIh nRSA postdoctoral fellow in human Genetics at the labo-
ratory of dr. Francis S. Collins at the university of Michigan. Prior to joining nIndS in 2001, 
dr. Tagle was an Investigator and Section head of Molecular neurogenetics at the national 
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human Genome Research Institute (nhGRI) beginning in 1993, and has been involved in the 
highly collaborative effort towards the positional cloning of genes for huntington’s disease, 
ataxia-telangiectasia, and niemann-Pick type C disease.  In addition to being Associate direc-
tor for Special Initiatives, dr. Tagle recently served as Acting director for the nCATS Office 
of Grants Management and Scientific Review, and currently serves as Executive Secretary to 
the nCATS Advisory Council, as well as the Cures Acceleration network Review Board. he 
has served in numerous committees and advisory boards, and was on the Editorial Board of 
the journal Gene, as well as International Journal of Biotechnology. he has more than 150 
scientific publications, and has garnered numerous awards and patents. Central to dr. Tagle’s 
accomplishments and goals is leveraging key resources and expertise through partnerships 
with various stakeholders in biomedical research, including various government agencies, 
non-profits and patient advocacy groups, industry and pharmaceutical corporations.

tartaGlIa marCo
dr. Tartaglia is senior scientist, and head of the Molecular Genetics and Functional Genomics 
Research unit and Genetics and Rare diseases Research division at the Ospedale Pediatrico 
Bambino Gesù, Rome, Italy. he is also Adjunct Associate Professor, department of Pediatrics, 
at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, new York, nY. For 10 years, he served as 
Section director at the Istituto Superiore di Sanità, the Italian national health Institute.
dr. Tartaglia and his team conduct research that employs molecular genetics- and genomics-
based strategies to understand the molecular bases of diseases affecting development and 
growth, and identify genes with role in oncogenesis and predisposing to cancer. Research 
is also directed to comprehend the mechanisms of disease by using complementary in vitro 
approaches and animal models. A major focus of his research are RASopathies. his work has 
allowed the discovery of PTPn11 as the first gene implicated in noonan syndrome and the 
identification of seven additional disease genes underlying this disorder and clinically related 
traits. More recently, his work has been directed at defining the genetic basis of other rare 
developmental disorders. Major discoveries include the identification of the disease genes 
underlying Myhre syndrome, Kaufman syndrome, Primrose syndrome, Zimmermann-Laband 
syndrome, and Fine-Lubinsky syndrome.
dr. Tartaglia is coordinator of the transnational nSEuronet Consortium, funded by E-Rare on 
2009 and 2015, focused on the molecular bases of RASopathies.

Van der Knaap marJo
Marjo van der Knaap was trained in Adult and Pediatric neurology. She wrote a Phd thesis on 
MRI and MRS of myelination and white matter disorders in children and young adults (1991). 
She is currently professor of Child neurology, Vu university Medical Center, Amsterdam and 
head of the department of Child neurology.
Since 1987, her research has been focused on magnetic resonance of childhood white mat-
ter disorders with a special focus on unclassified childhood leukoencephalopathies. She de-
veloped MRI pattern recognition to facilitate the diagnostic work-up of white matter disor-
ders and used this tool to define numerous novel disorders. her research group has identified 
the mutated genes in most of these novel disorders, including vanishing white matter. her 
subsequent studies are focused on elucidation of disease mechanisms and more recently 
development of treatment. In 2000, she founded the Center for Childhood White Matter 
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disorders in Amsterdam, in which diagnostics, patient care and research are integrated. She 
is co-author of the book: Van der Knaap MS, Valk J. Magnetic resonance of myelination 
and myelin disorders. Springer, 1989, 1995 and 2005. She co-authored >300 peer-reviewed 
papers in international scientific journals. She received many international awards and hon-
ors, including the gold medal of the ISMRM (1999), Winkler medal of the dutch Society of 
neurology (2000), honorary membership of the ASnR (2001), Prichard award of the ICnA 
(2002), Sidney Carter Award of the AAn (2008), Spinoza award in The netherlands (2008, € 
1 500 000), the Peter-Emil-Becker Award of the Gesellschaft für neuropädiatrie (2010) and 
the gold medal of the ASPnR (2014). She was elected a member of the dutch Royal Acad-
emy of Sciences (2010).

Veltman JorIS a.
Professor in Translational Genomics
head of genome research division, department of human Genetics, Radboud university 
Medical Center, nijmegen, The netherlands & department of clinical genetics, Maastricht 
university Medical Center, Maastricht, The netherlands
Joris Veltman is a molecular geneticist who has been instrumental in the set-up, application 
and implementation of genomics approaches in medical genetics. he developed and then 
experimentally validated the hypothesis that a major part of intellectual disability should be 
due to de novo gene mutations, given the severity, early-onset and genetic heterogeneity 
of Id. For this prof. Veltman uses genomic microarrays, exome and genome sequencing 
approaches. This de novo paradigm has now been widely validated in other neurocognitive 
phenotypes, autism, epileptic encephalopathies, and schizophrenia, and  represents one of 
the recent major breakthroughs in human genetics.
References: Gilissen et al. Genome sequencing identifies major causes of severe intellectual 
disability. nature (2014). de Ligt et al. diagnostic Exome Sequencing in Persons with Severe 
Intellectual disability. new England Journal of Medicine (2012). Vissers et al. A de novo para-
digm for mental retardation. nature Genetics (2010). hoischen et al. de novo mutations of 
SETBP1 cause Schinzel-Giedion syndrome. nature Genetics (2010). Vissers et al. Mutations 
in a novel member of the chromodomain gene family cause ChARGE syndrome. nature 
Genetics (2004).
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pInGInG tHe tranSCrIptome; mInInG tHe 
pHarmaCopeIa For rare InHerIted dISorder 
tHerapIeS 
dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Alex MacKenzie, Children’s hospital of Eastern Ontario, Faculty of Medicine, university of 
Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada K1h 8L1

The genetic analysis of monogenic disorders has over the past three decades resulted 
in the identification of 1000’s of genes which either cause or impact these conditions; 
most of these disorders have no therapies. The modulation of the transcripts and proteins 
encoded by these genes might be anticipated to have therapeutic utility, either by their 
upregulation (e.g. of mutated recessive disease genes encoding proteins with residual en-
zymatic activity, of genes that are sequentially similar to, and that functionally recapitulate, 
mutated recessive disease genes or of genes that cause disease when haploinsufficient) 
or downregulation (e.g. of mutated dominant genes which confer a gain of pathologic 
function or of genes which, when present in increased number, cause disease). Moreover, 
it is known that small molecules including clinically approved drugs can affect the human 
transcriptome. Given the number of genes that cause or effect inherited human conditions 
and the substantial subset of the transcriptome that is impacted by drugs, we believe that 
there are likely genes which are both modifiers of rare disease and responsive to pharma-
cologic modulation. The enhanced Care for Rare in Canada project is therefore exploring 
whether previously unknown off target effects of clinically approved drugs may lead to 
new therapies. We have screened approximately 80 rare conditions, (haploinsufficient, 
rescuing paralogous genes and hypomorphic mutation with residual function) using this 
approach. There are currently five conditions which show some induction (GLuT1, SMAd3, 
ddhd2, nEu1, hPRT); the most promising results and lessons learned from this approach 
shall be presented.

MacKenzie@cheo.on.ca
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repurpoSInG loSartan to amelIorate 
dYStropHIC epIdermolYSIS BulloSa
dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Leena Bruckner-Tuderman, Medical Center – university of Freiburg

This talk will focus on an emerging conceptual approach to alleviate symptoms in reces-
sive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RdEB), a rare skin fragility disorder characterized by 
injury-driven blister formation, progressive soft tissue fibrosis, and a highly elevated risk 
of early-onset aggressive skin cancer. Since RdEB is caused by genetic loss of collagen VII, 
gene / protein-based strategies have been in the focus of most efforts for RdEB therapy. 
however, major hurdles have to be overcome before such therapies can be implemented 
in the clinics. Since RdEB is largely driven by progressive secondary disease mechanisms, 
a 100% efficiency of causal therapies cannot be expected, and alternative approaches to 
need to be pursued. From our and other investigators’ research it has become evident that 
although the mutations and the protein at fault differ, common disease mechanisms are 
at play in a range of genetic connective tissue disorders, including RdEB. Targeting these 
mechanisms provides means to slow down disease progression, reduce its burden, and fa-
cilitate clinical implementation. We took an evidence-based approach for a first symptom-
relief therapy for RdEB. Based on findings that TGF activity is elevated in injured RdEB skin, 
we repurposed the angiotensin II type 1 receptor antagonist losartan to treat RdEB in a 
preclinical setting. The drug has been used in other connective tissue disorders to amelio-
rate fibrosis, but the data cannot be automatically transferred, since the effects are tissue-, 
context- and disease-specific. In the RdEB mouse, losartan efficiently limited TGF activity 
and attenuated fibrosis, as seen by lower fibrotic markers, longer and fewer fused toes and 
softer skin. - To gain better knowledge on mechanisms determining disease progression 
in RdEB and mechanisms of action of losartan we employed global unbiased mass spec-
trometry-based proteomics. This revealed molecular events linked to tissue inflammation 
as major drivers of disease progression. Our recent research revealed a new mechanism 
by which RdEB tissue becomes malignant and new druggable therapeutic targets. Treat-
ment of 3d organotypic RdEB skin cultures with inhibitors of TGFβ signaling, lysyl oxidase, 
or integrin ß1-mediated mechanosignaling limited tumor cell invasion. In conclusion, our 
studies suggest that limiting unrestrained responses to tissue damage poses a relatively 
risk-free approach to reduce disease burden in RdEB.

leena.bruckner-tuderman@uniklinik-freiburg.de
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BaCK to tHe Future-HoW druG repoSItIonInG 
HaS and WIll Create treatmentS For unSolVed 
dISeaSeS 
dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

dr. Bruce E. Bloom President and Chief Science Officer, Cures Within Reach 8025 Lamon 
Avenue, Suite 440, Skokie, IL 60077

There are at least 7000 unsolved diseases in the world affecting as many as 500 million 
people. The majority of these are rare or neglected diseases affecting people who have 
little or no access to effective medical solutions. The global for-profit medical research in-
dustry can create 15-40 new drug treatments per year, with only a few of them are focused 
on rare diseases. When industry does create a treatment for a rare disease, the yearly cost 
can exceed $100,000 per patient. At this rate, if all we can depend on is industry to create 
treatments for unsolved diseases, we are likely to leave most patients without a treatment, 
and our economies depleted. We need to find a way to supplement the good work of 
industry to create more effective treatments and bring down the cost of healthcare. The 
good news is that there is a simple and cost-effective solution to unsolved diseases, if 
we can only create the economic and other incentives to support it. This solution is drug 
repositioning. There are thousands of inexpensive and relatively safe drugs and nutriceu-
ticals already human approved or human used that can be quickly repositioned to provide 
affordable and effective treatments and cures for these unsolved diseases. We know drug 
repositioning works for two reasons: 1) There are hundreds of examples of approved drugs 
that have already received further regulatory approval for a new disease indication, from 
thalidomide repositioned for the rare diseases leprosy and multiple myeloma, to colchicine 
repositioned from gout to the rare disease Mediterranean fever, and 2) physicians prescribe 
off-label treatment to between 18%-90% of their patients, depending on their treatment 
specialty, with rare diseases, pediatrics, oncology, pain and mental health having the high-
est rates of off-label prescribing. This presentation will discuss the historical successes of 
drug repositioning, examine the current landscape of drug repositioning in industry, bio-
science, academia and clinical care, and hypothesize about how we can improve patient 
outcomes and reduce healthcare costs in the future, if we are able to create the right 
incentives for drug repositioning.

bruce@cureswithinreach.org
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druG repoSItIonInG For tHe perSonalIZed 
tHerapY oF CYStIC FIBroSIS
dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Luigi Maiuri Research director European Institute for Research in Cystic Fibrosis division of Ge-
netics and Cell Biology San Raffaele Scientific Institute via Olgettina 58, 20132, Milan, Italy

discordance in patient’s responsiveness to treatment complicates the assessment of ef-
ficacy of new candidate drugs and entails the need to enrol thousands of people in large 
clinical trials with the result that a great proportion of individuals may take medications 
that could not help them. Personalized approaches that focus on individual and not aver-
age responses to therapy are encouraged. Cystic Fibrosis (CF), the most common lethal 
recessive disease in Caucasians, is a paradigm of heterogeneity in patient response rates 
to treatments. Mutation-specific highly expensive treatments, aiming at directly target-
ing the mutant CFTR protein, are available for a small fraction of CF patients with a rare 
channel-dead mutant, but are only marginally effective in rescuing CFTR function in the 
vast majority (70-90%) of CF patients bearing the most common class II F508del-CFTR 
mutation. Emerging mechanistic target-driven discovery programs aim to identify novel 
targets for therapeutic intervention by targeting the proteostasis network perturbed by 
the lack of a functional CFTR. To this purpose, drug repositioning strategies for afford-
able patient-centred therapies able to restore CFTR function are required to fill the gap 
between basic research and clinical application and favor a personalized approach to CF 
therapy. A target-driven drug repositioning strategy led to the discovery that a combina-
tion of two molecules which target two major nodes of the hub-dysfunction in CF, disabled 
autophagy and CK2 overactivation, may circumvent F508del-CFTR defect. The repurposed 
drug cysteamine, FdA approved for the treatment of cystinosis, which reestablishes au-
tophagy, synergizes with the over-the-counter flavonoid epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), 
which inhibits the over-active CK2, thereby rescuing and stabilizing a functional F508del-
CFTR, both in mice and in primary nasal cells from F508del homozygotes and restores CFTR 
function in vivo in a pilot clinical trial on CF patients. Personalized medicine should benefit 
the patient and not the disease by targeting the right medicine to the right patient in the 
right time frame, provided that proper biomarkers are available to either predict individual 
patient’s responsiveness to treatments or to monitor the early stages of disease reversion 
during treatment. Thus, new “mechanistic” drug discovery programs and affordable pre-
dictive tests of responsiveness to treatments are required for a patient-centred medical 
approach to CF.

maiuri.luigi@hsr.it
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an eFFeCtIVe approaCH For dIaGnoSInG rare 
GenetIC dISeaSeS WItHIn tHe SaudI populatIon
nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Corina Shtir, Life Sciences Solutions, Thermo Fisher Scientific; 5781 Van Allen drive, 8170, 
Carlsbad, CA, 92008, uSA

Personalized Medicine enables the convergence of information from the population to 
the individual level, necessary for making optimal decisions for screening of high-risk mu-
tations, diagnosis, or optimal treatment, relative to an individual’s unique genetic archi-
tecture. Time and cost effective solutions have been tested within the Saudi population, 
which carries one of the highest incidence rates of rare disorders worldwide. here, we 
provide a summary of clinical genomics measures within the spectrum of preventive, di-
agnostic, and screening for rare disorders within Saudi Arabia. The Mendeliome, a set of 
13 next-generation sequencing-based multiplexing assays that encompass ~3000 known 
Mendelian genes have been tested within the Saudi population for their to the burden 
of undiagnosed diseases suspected to be of genetic origin. A total of 2,357 patients sus-
pected to have a genetic disease were examined. A likely causal mutation was identified in 
1,018 patients, giving an overall clinical sensitivity of 43 % vs. ~25% reported by several 
large clinical whole exome sequencing (WES) studies. Only 11 % of negative cases were 
consequently identified by WES to harbor a likely causal mutation in a known disease 
gene not included in the current assays. Although the Saudi population is enriched for 
consanguinity, 24 % of solved cases were autosomal dominant and 4 % were X-linked, 
suggesting that this approach is also applicable to outbred populations.The high degree of 
consanguinity allowed observation of many variants in homozygosity as a result of autozy-
gosity. Observing them in at a relatively high population frequency strongly argues against 
their asserted disease link. Arab specific vs. Caucasian mechanisms have been detected 
and will help elucidate future population genomic studies worldwide. 342 hGMd variants 
at high frequency (minor allele frequency [MAF] >1 %) in the Saudi in-house database, 
including 133 variants with MAF >5 % are rare in the human variome database. Of these 
variants, 137 are listed in the 1000 Genomes Project with a MAF <1 %, highlighting the 
unique distribution of variants in various populations. Finally, 433 novel disease alleles from 
a total of 788 variants were identified, the largest to be reported in a single study. The 
Mendeliome assays can account for a large proportion of suspected genetic disorders and 
provide significant practical advantages over clinical WES.

Corina.Shtir@thermofisher.com
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traCKInG mItoCHondrIal dISeaSeS tHrouGH 
next GeneratIon SequenCInG
nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

holger Prokisch, Phd., Institute of human Genetics, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical 
university Munich and hemholtz Zentrum München

Mitochondrial disorders are a genetically heterogeneous group of individually rare, highly 
incapacitating human diseases for which no effective treatment is available. The large 
number of more than 250 clinically similar mitochondrial disorders together with the multi-
systemic nature of mitochondrial diseases makes molecular diagnosis difficult, as many 
different medical specialties are involved and many physicians are discouraged by the com-
plex phenotypes. The introduction of whole exome and whole genome sequencing in clini-
cal practice of medicine has dramatically improved diagnostic success for mitochondrial 
diseases and moved investigative efforts from mitochondrial dnA to the nuclear genome. 
The increasingly broad application of sequencing is not only allowing us to better diagnose 
well-established Mendelian syndromes, but also to discover new disease genes and defin-
ing new syndromes. Moreover, it has expanded the phenotypic spectrum of established 
conditions.

prokisch@helmholtz-muenchen.de
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uSHer SYndrome – CHallenGeS For dIaGnoSIS 
and treatment
nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

dr. Kerstin nagel-Wolfrum Johannes Gutenberg university of Mainz Institute of Zoology Cell 
and Matrix Biology Team leader therapy group Muellerweg 6, d-55099 Mainz, Germany

The usher syndrome (uSh) is the most common form of inherited deaf-blindness. hear-
ing impairment is the first symptom to develop and is detected by the newborn screening 
at birth. In contrast, visual symptoms (retinitis pigmentosa, RP) manifest before or during 
puberty. This variable onset of the clinical symptoms makes diagnosis of uSh challenging. 
Clinically uSh is divided into three clinical types (uSh1, uSh2, and uSh3) depending on 
the age of onset, severity and progression of the symptoms. however, additional atypical 
forms have been described due to the genetic heterogeneity of uSh. To date, 10 causative 
genes, three additional loci and genetic modifiers have been identified. To date the diag-
nosis “usher syndrome” is normally established in the second decade of life. however an 
earlier diagnosis would support parents in their choice for cochlear implants instead of 
learning sign language. Cochlear implants can successfully compensate the hearing defi-
ciency especially when they are implanted as early as possible. In < one year of age, the 
auditory pathway can mature normally resulting in close to normal speech development 
as well as hearing abilities. In contrast, there are currently no effective cures for the retinal 
phenotype available. Although gene addition is in the focus for many hereditary retinal 
disorders, the size of genes and the expression of various splice variants with yet undefined 
functions hamper gene addition approaches for uSh. Patient screenings conducted over 
the last years have provided insights into uSh-causing mutations revealing that ~ 11% of 
all uSh causing mutations are nonsense mutation. For patients carrying a nonsense muta-
tion the so-called translational read-through therapy is a promising therapeutic option. 
nonsense mutations generate a premature termination codon in the coding sequence of 
genes, leading to early termination of protein translation resulting in non-functional pro-
teins that manifest in uSh. Translational read-through-inducing drugs allow the translation 
machinery to suppress a nonsense codon and consequently result in the synthesis of full-
length protein. Recent research has raised hope for the usage of translational read-through 
therapy as a gene-based pharmacogenetic therapy for a variety of hereditary retinal disor-
ders caused by nonsense mutations.

nagelwol@uni-mainz.de
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de noVo mutatIonS In IntelleCtual dISaBIlItY: 
From Gene to Genome and From reSearCH to 
dIaGnoStICS 
nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Joris A Veltman department of human Genetics, Radboud university Medical Centre, ni-
jmegen, The netherlands. department of Clinical Genetics, Maastricht university Medical 
Centre, Maastricht, The netherlands

Germline coding de novo mutations have recently been indicated to play an important role 
in moderate to severe forms of intellectual disability (Id). The frequent occurrence of new 
deleterious mutations in the germline may explain why these disorders with a severe effect 
on fitness remain so frequent in our population. Widespread application of unbiased meth-
odologies such as genomic microarrays, and more recently exome and genome sequencing 
of patient-parent trios now provides us with a detailed insight into the presence, distribu-
tion, frequency and role of de novo mutations in these disorders. In this presentation, I 
will describe our recent work on using both family-based exome and genome sequencing 
to detect and interpret de novo mutations in patients with severe Id. Our data and those 
of other groups indicate that de novo germline mutations (SnVs, indels as well as CnVs) 
may explain the majority of all sporadic forms of severe Id. This has great implications for 
the diagnostic process of patients with Id and for estimating the recurrence risk within 
families. These studies provide fundamental insight into the mutational processes ongoing 
during spermatogenesis and oogenesis, and reveal risk factors that increase the number of 
de novo mutations in the offspring (e.g. advanced paternal age). Moreover, the detection 
of recurrent de novo mutations in genes as well as non-coding regulatory elements gives 
an enormous boost to our understanding of the underlying biology of Id. Also I will discuss 
our progress with the implementation of exome sequencing as a routine diagnostics test 
for genetically heterogeneous disorders and our plans to implement genome sequencing 
in diagnostics.

joris.veltman@radboudumc.nl
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dYSKeratoSIS ConGenIta and related dISeaSeS 
oF telomereS
PAThOPhYSIOLOGY

dokal Inderjeet, Centre for Genomics and Child health, Blizard Institute, Barts and The 
London School of Medicine and dentistry, Queen Mary university of London

dyskeratosis Congenita (dC) is a pleotropic syndrome. In its classical form it is characterised 
by mucocutaneous abnormalities, bone marrow failure (BMF) and a predisposition to ma-
lignancy. BMF is the principal cause of mortality and patients display features of premature 
aging. Studies over the last two decades have led to significant advances with 11 disease 
genes (dKC1, TERC, TERT, nOP10, nhP2, TInF2, uSB1, TCAB1, CTC1, RTEL1, and ACd) 
having been characterized. Ten of these are important in telomere maintenance. dC is 
therefore principally a disease of defective telomere maintenance and patients usually have 
very short/ and or abnormal telomeres. The genetic advances have also led to the unifica-
tion of dC with a number of other disorders. This includes the multi-system disorder hoyer-
aal-hreidarsson as well as a subset of patients with aplastic anaemia (AA), myelodysplasia, 
leukaemia, liver disease and pulmonary fibrosis. This wide spectrum of diseases ranging 
from classical dC to AA can be regarded as disorders of defective telomere maintenance, 
“telomeropathies”, highlighting the importance of telomere maintenance in humans. Cor-
rect diagnosis is important as haematopoietic failure associated with this group of disor-
ders is unlikely to respond to immunosuppressive agents and is more likely to respond to 
drugs such as oxymetholone and danazol. For patients who are unresponsive to these 
agents haematopoietic stem cell transplantation using Fludarabine based low intensity 
protocols is producing encouraging results. Some cases of dC remain uncharacterized. us-
ing whole exome sequencing we recently identified novel biallelic mutations in the poly(A)-
specific ribonuclease (PARn) gene, in families exhibiting severe dC. PARn is an exonuclease 
whose deadenylation activity in part controls mRnA stability and therefore regulation of 
a large number of genes. The mutations identified affect key domains within the protein 
and studies on patient cells show reduced deadenylation activity. This deficiency causes an 
early dnA damage response and reduced cell viability upon uV treatment. Individuals with 
biallelic PARn mutations have reduced RnA levels for several key genes associated with 
telomere biology. They also possess very short telomeres. Collectively, these results identify 
a role for PARn in telomere maintenance and demonstrate that it is a disease-causing gene 
in a subset of cases with severe dC.

i.dokal@qmul.ac.uk
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oF FISH and men
PAThOPhYSIOLOGY

Marguerite neerman-Arbez department of Genetic Medicine and development, university 
Medical Centre, 1, rue Michel Servet, 1211 Geneva

We are studying human genetic disorders of hemostasis in particular fibrinogen deficien-
cies. These are rare and affect either the quantity or the quality of circulating fibrino-
gen, which is the precursor of the major protein component of the blood clot, fibrin. My 
laboratory identified the gene and the first causative mutations for complete deficiency of 
fibrinogen, afibrinogenemia, in 1999. Fibrinogen is a hexamer comprising two copies of 
three polypeptides encoded by the fibrinogen alpha, beta and gamma genes clustered on 
human chromosome 4. Mutations in the fibrinogen genes lead to deficiency of fibrinogen 
by several mechanisms: at the dnA level, at the RnA level by affecting messenger RnA 
splicing or stability, or at the protein level by affecting protein synthesis, hexamer assem-
bly or hexamer secretion. Interestingly complete fibrinogen deficiency is associated with 
a variable bleeding phenotype, which may be influenced by environment and genotype. 
We sought to use the zebrafish as a model for fibrinogen disorders because of its acces-
sible vasculature and because the coagulation system proteins are generally conserved 
throughout vertebrates. Targeted mutations were introduced into the zebrafish fga gene 
using zinc finger nuclease technology. Animals carrying three distinct frameshift mutations 
in fga were raised and bred to produce homozygous mutants. We observed hemorrhaging 
in fga mutants and reduced survival compared to control animals. This first transmissible 
zebrafish model of a defined human bleeding disorder validates the use of zebrafish for 
thrombosis and hemostasis research and will now serve in the search for afibrinogenemia 
modifying genes or agents.

Marguerite.neerman-Arbez@unige.ch
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Bardet-BIedl, alStröm and related 
CIlIopatHIeS patHoGeneSIS: From ultra rare 
dISeaSeS to more Common dISeaSeS 
PAThOPhYSIOLOGY

hélène dollfus Institut de génétique médicale d’Alsace, université de Strasbourg, InSERM 
u1112, hôpitaux universitaires de Strasbourg , Strasbourg, France

Bardet-Biedl (BBS), Alström and related syndromes are defined as a group of rare disorders 
due to the dysfunction of the primary cilia, a major organelle found in almost all cell types. 
They share for most of them an early onset retinal degeneration, renal dysfunction and /or 
obesity as well as many other complications such as intellectual deficiency and polydactyly 
for BBS or type 2 diabetes and cardiomyopathy for Alström syndrome. The challenge for 
this group of disorders if to understand the general and organ specific pathogenesis to bet-
ter target future therapies. The first clue is gene identification, although most genes have 
now been identified, pieces are still missing in the jigsaw of the various networks identi-
fied for ciliopathies. ultra rare ciliopathies gene identification may still lead to pinpoint key 
players of various pathways . this will be illustrated by a few examples. More over the most 
severe clinical manifestations warrants mechanisms elucidation. Retinal degeneration is a 
common highly disabling manifestation due to photoreceptor dysfunction at the level of 
the ciliary connecting structure with altered transport of proteins leading to apoptosis. We 
will highlight the pathogenesis of the retinal degeneration taking into account ciliary net-
works. The potential metabolic consequences of ciliopathies, such as obesity or diabetes, 
are studied and show the importance of these actors in various processes and are indicat-
ing novel insights that can be useful for the understanding of common diseases.

dollfus@unistra.fr
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raSopatHIeS – tHe otHer FaCe oF raS  
SIGnalInG dYSreGulatIon
PAThOPhYSIOLOGY

Marco Tartaglia, Phd head, Genetics and Rare diseases Research division Ospedale Pedi-
atrico Bambino Gesù Viale di San Paolo 15 00146 Rome, Italy Phone: +39 06 68593742, 
Email: marco.tartaglia@opbg.net

RAS proteins are small monomeric GTPases that function as molecular switches control-
ling a major intracellular signaling network that, depending on the cellular context, guides 
diverse biological functions, such as proliferation, migration, survival, cell fate determina-
tion, differentiation, and senescence. Within this network, signal flow through the RAF-
MEK-ERK pathway, the first identified mitogen-associated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade, 
mediates early and late developmental processes, including determination of morphology, 
organogenesis, synaptic plasticity, and growth. Signaling through the RAS-MAPK cascade 
is tightly controlled, and its enhanced activation has been known for decades to rep-
resent a major event in oncogenesis. Activating somatic RAS gene mutations occur in 
approximately 30% of human cancers, and upregulation of this signaling pathway also 
results from enhanced function of upstream signal transducers and RAS effectors, as well 
as from defective negative control of feedback mechanisms. unexpectedly, discoveries de-
rived from a massive disease gene hunting effort performed in the last 15 years have es-
tablished a novel scenario in which the upregulation of this signaling cascade underlies a 
group of clinically related developmental disorders, collectively known as “RASopathies”, 
characterized by facial dysmorphism, a wide spectrum of cardiac defects, reduced growth, 
variable cognitive deficits, ectodermal and musculoskeletal anomalies, and increased risk 
for certain malignancies. These disorders are caused by mutations in an increasing number 
of genes encoding RAS proteins, regulators of RAS function, modulators of RAS interac-
tion with effectors, or downstream signal transducers. While individually rare, RASopathies 
constitute the most common family of non-chromosomal disorders affecting development 
and growth, with an estimated aggregate prevalence of 1:1,500 live births. The largely 
collaborative research performed in the recent years has provided novel molecular tools for 
a prompt diagnosis, new data for a more effective patient management and risk assess-
ment, and insights for efforts directed to the development of therapeutic intervention to 
treat postnatal complications of these disorders. These discoveries have also significantly 
contributed to deepen our understanding of the complex biology of RAS signaling and 
multifaced functional role of several signal transducers with role in this network.

marco.tartaglia@iss.it



dna repaIr SYndromeS: KeY For  
underStandInG aGInG
PAThOPhYSIOLOGY

Jan h.J. hoeijmakers, dept. of Genetics, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, The netherlands

The molecular basis underlying ageing and ageing-related diseases is one of the main un-
solved questions in biology. Ageing in various model organisms appears remarkably plastic: 
e.g. suppressing insulin signalling extends lifespan in worms flies and mice. On the other 
hand, virtually all premature aging syndromes in man provide a link with genome instabil-
ity. We have generated mouse models which strikingly mimic human dnA repair deficiency 
syndromes and display wide-spread accelerated aging. For instance, dnA repair-deficient 
Ercc1∆/- mice defective in 3 or more repair pathways show numerous accelerated aging 
features limiting lifespan to 4-6 month. Simultaneously they exhibit an anti-aging ‘survival 
response’, which suppresses growth and enhances maintenance, resembling the longev-
ity response induced by dietary restriction (dR). Interestingly, subjecting these progeroid, 
dwarf mutants to actual dR resulted in the largest lifespan increase recorded in mammals. 
Thirty percent dR tripled median and maximal remaining lifespan, and drastically retarded 
numerous aspects of accelerated aging, e.g. dR animals retained 50% more neurons and 
maintained full motoric function. Repair-deficient Xpg-/- mice also showing many prema-
ture aging symptoms responded similarly to dR, extending this observation beyond Ercc1. 
The dR response in Ercc1∆/- mice resembled dR in wild type animals including reduced 
insulin signaling. Interestingly, ad libitum Ercc1∆/- liver expression profiles showed gradual 
preferential extinction of expression of long genes, consistent with genome-wide accu-
mulation of stochastic, transcription-blocking lesions, which affect long genes more than 
short ones. dR largely prevented this decline of transcriptional output, indicating that dR 
prolongs genome function.We will present phenotypes of conditional dnA repair models 
targeting aging to selected organs, striking parallels with Alzheimer’s disease. Our findings 
strengthen the link between dnA damage and aging, establish Ercc1∆/- mice as powerful 
model for identifying interventions to promote healthy aging, reveal untapped potential 
for reducing endogenous damage, provide new venues for understanding the molecular 
mechanism of dR, and suggest a counterintuitive dR-like therapy for human progeroid 
genome instability syndromes and dR-like interventions for preventing neurodegenerative 
diseases.

j.hoeijmakers@erasmusmc.nl
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InnoVatIVe toolS For druG deVelopment  
and dISeaSe modelInG
BRInGInG TREATMEnTS TO ThE CLInIC

danilo A. Tagle, Ph.d., national Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, 
national Institutes of health, uSA

There are fewer than 400 approved treatments for approximately 7000 rare diseases 
affecting more than 30 million Americans. The nIh have More than 30% of promising 
medications have failed in human clinical trials because they are determined to be toxic 
despite promising pre-clinical studies in animal models, and another 60% fail due to lack 
of efficacy. The challenge of accurately predicting drug toxicities and efficacies is in part 
due to inherent species differences in drug metabolizing enzyme activities and cell-type 
specific sensitivities to toxicants. These challenges are particularly acute for rare diseases 
where adequate tools and resources are severely lacking. To address this challenge in drug 
development and regulatory science, the Tissue Chips program aims to develop alternative 
approaches that would enable early indications and potentially more reliable readouts of 
toxicity or efficacy. The goal this program is to develop bio-engineered microdevices that 
mimic functional units of the 10 major human organ systems: circulatory, respiratory, in-
tegumentary, reproductive, endocrine, gastrointestinal, nervous, urinary, musculoskeletal, 
and immune. The opportunities for significant advancements in the prediction of human 
drug toxicities through the development of microphysiological systems, requires a multi-
disciplinary approach that relies on an understanding of human physiology, stem cell biol-
ogy, material sciences and bioengineering. This unique and novel in vitro platform could 
help ensure that safe and effective therapeutics are identified sooner, and ineffective or 
toxic ones are rejected early in the drug development process. These microfabricated de-
vices are also useful for modeling human diseases, especially for studies in rare diseases, as 
well as precision medicine, environment exposures, reproduction and development, infec-
tious diseases, microbiome and countermeasures agents.

danilo.tagle@nih.gov



non tarGeted and tarGeted Gene tHerapY 
approaCHeS In FanConI anemIa
BRInGInG TREATMEnTS TO ThE CLInIC

Juan A. Bueren. hematopoietic Innovative Therapies division. CIEMAT,  
CIBER of Rare diseases and IIS-Fundación Jiménez díaz. Madrid. Spain.

Fanconi anemia (FA) is an inherited disease mainly characterized by congenital abnor-
malities, progressive bone marrow failure, and cancer predisposition. In contrast to other 
hematopoietic disorders already treated by hematopoietic gene therapy, marked prolif-
eration and differentiation defects have been observed at the stem cell level both in FA 
experimental models and FA patients. This characteristic FA stem cell phenotype implies 
significant difficulties for collecting clinically relevant numbers of hematopoietic stem cells 
(hSCs) from FA patients. On the other hand, the proliferation advantage of gene-corrected 
FA hSCs may facilitate the hematopoietic reconstitution of the patient by a low number 
of transduced hSCs. To facilitate the collection of hSCs from FA patients filgrastim and 
plerixafor have been used as mobilizing agents. Small aliquots of mPB Cd34+ cells have 
been transduced with a lentiviral vector carrying the FAnCA gene under the regulation of 
the PGK promoter and a mutated WPRE* sequence. This vector efficiently reverted the 
hematopoietic phenotype of these cells both in vitro and also after transplantation into 
immunodeficient mice. using a FA mouse model we have also demonstrated the long-term 
phenotypic correction of their hematopoiesis after gene therapy, without noting geno-
toxic insertions, as deduced from the polyclonal hSC repopulation pattern, the absence of 
dominant integrations and active hSC turnover. In addition to conventional gene therapy, 
we have also investigated the possibility of generating gene corrected FA hSCs by conduct-
ing untargeted and also targeted gene addition approaches on FA fibroblasts that were 
subsequently reprogrammed to generate hematopoietic progenitor cells. Improvements of 
gene editing tools, mainly engineered nucleases and donor constructs, have allowed us to 
attempt the targeted insertion of FAnCA in primary hSCs from FA patients. An update of 
data obtained in our preclinical and clinical studies will be presented.

bueren@ciemat.es
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tHerapIeS and treatment For (VerY) rare and 
GenetICallY HeteroGeneouS dISorderS: WHY 
(not) CdG ?
BRInGInG TREATMEnTS TO ThE CLInIC

Gert Matthijs Center for human Genetics, university of Leuven head of the Laboratory 
for Molecular diagnosis herestraat 49, Onderwijs & navorsing 1, PB602 B- 3000 Leuven, 
Belgium E-mail: gert.matthijs@uzleuven.be

Congenital disorders of Glycosylation (CdG) are rare inborn errors of glycosylation. With 
more than 70 different types and a number of cases constantly growing, CdG becomes 
an impressive group of metabolic diseases. however, because of the complex nature of 
glycosylation defects, the number of patients that receive effective treatment is small. 
Several cellular and animal models have been prepared for the study of the pathophysiol-
ogy of the different types of CdG but the challenges for the development of therapies 
remain huge: CdG is clinically and genetically heterogeneous and the deficiencies reside 
in cellular compartments that cannot be reached by e.g. enzyme replacement therapies. 
neither is gene therapy a good option because of the methodological challenges and 
small numbers of patients. Cell therapy may well come of age eventually but at this stage 
it is not easily conceivable for CdG (apart from bone marrow transplants that may be 
considered in specific patients).Thus, it would be good to explore other lines of research 
on therapies for CdG. First, PMI-CdG and PGM1-CdG are characterized by the deficit of 
sugar intermediates for glycan synthesis. The oral application of mannose and galactose, 
respectively, to a small group of patients was shown to result in biochemical and clinical 
improvements. however, better galenic formulations and/or combinations of these sugars 
might improve therapeutic benefit. Second, for PMM2-CdG and other types of CdG which 
are characterized by a low residual activity of the mutant protein, chaperones and other 
pharmacological agents might alleviate the enzymatic deficiencies. Third, a few types of 
CdG are caused by intra-compartmental ph and ion alterations. The patients may benefit 
from drugs that alter the intracellular environment. Evidently, even if these approaches 
look attractive, money is needed to test the different hypotheses.On the other hand, one 
may wonder whether causal treatments and cure must be the primary aim. In CdG, there 
is room for optimization of the classical, supportive therapies to improve the patients’ life 
and alleviate the burden for the parents and families. unfortunately, studies of the natural 
history of the disease, and funds to involve the parents and primary care takers in collect-
ing the data, are not often included in research grants and applications. nevertheless, in 
the field of CdG, clinical and basic researchers are joining forces to try and reach at least 
some of the se aims.

gert.matthijs@uzleuven.be



FaSt SKeletal troponIn aCtIVatIon For 
reStorInG muSCle StrenGtH In mouSe modelS 
oF nemalIne mYopatHY
BRInGInG TREATMEnTS TO ThE CLInIC

Coen Ottenheijm , dept of Physiology, Vu university Medical Center,  
Amsterdam, the netherlands

nemaline myopathy (nM) is a rare and fatal neuromuscular disorder with an estimated 
prevalence of 1 in 50.000 live births. The main clinical feature of nM is muscle weakness, 
which impairs swallowing and causes severe respiratory problems. In children suffering 
from nM, the diaphragm is often severely affected, leading to suffocation. There is current-
ly no treatment for nM, and efforts are directed at alleviating symptoms and compensating 
for disabilities as far as possible. Our E-Rare 1 project nEMMYOP has yielded important 
results on (1) the pathophysiology of muscle weakness in nM, on (2) new nM biomark-
ers, and on (3) in vitro effects of troponin activators on muscle fibres of nM patients. The 
insights gained in nEMMYOP have provided the first indications for a possible treatment 
for nM. To build upon this promising finding, TREAT-nEMMYOP will determine the efficacy 
of tirasemtiv, a fast skeletal troponin activator, in four nM mouse models. TREAT- nEM-
MYOP will make the next pivotal step towards clinical trials and future treatment of nM. 
To reach our aim, TREAT-nEMMYOP will assess the effect of tirasemtiv on (i) muscle func-
tion, (ii) energy metabolism and (iii) nM biomarkers. To obtain an in-depth evaluation of 
tirasemtiv efficacy, we will combine measurements of in vivo and ex vivo muscle strength, 
non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy with analysis of the in-
volved signalling pathways and proteome. This also enables us to better understand the 
pathology of nM and the molecular mechanisms by which compounds such as tirasemtiv 
increase muscle strength in nM patients. TREAT-nEMMYOP is a powerful consortium of 
three academic groups and complementary collaborative partners, including the developer 
of tirasemtiv (Cytokinetics Inc.). The consortium has access to four unique nM mouse mod-
els and a high-end infrastructure that enables thorough assessment of muscle- and whole 
body performance. This makes TREAT- nEMMYOP well equipped to assess the efficacy of 
this highly promising treatment option for nM.

c.ottenheijm@vumc.nl
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mItoCHondrIal dISeaSeS: State oF tHe art.
nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Julio Montoya, university of Zaragoza, CIBER on Rare diseases and IIS Aragón. Spain

Mitochondrial diseases, or diseases of the oxidative phosphorylation system, consist of a 
group of disorders originated by a deficient synthesis of ATP. This system is composed of 
proteins codified in the two genetic systems of the cell, the nuclear and the mitochon-
drial genomes and, therefore, the mode of inheritance of these disorders could be either 
mendelian or maternal. They are in general multisystemic and show a large phenotypic 
variability with symptoms that affect different organs and tissues. Sometimes, it is possible 
to define specific syndromes but, in general, overlaping symptoms and a large variety of 
phenotypes are found. All this makes diagnosis of these disorders very complicated and re-
quire the participation of specialists from different areas. These disorders collectively affect 
aproximately 1/6,000 births. human mtdnA is composed of 16,569 base pairs that encode 
37 genes: 2 rRnAs, 22 tRnAs and 13 polypeptide components of four of the five OXPhOS 
complexes. There are several mtdnA copies per mitochondrion and many mitochondria 
per cell. The basic features of the mitochondrial genetic system, the mode of replication 
and transcription, and the proteins that encode were described in the 1980’s. The location 
of mtdnA in a cytoplasmic organelle has conferred genetic features that differentiate it 
from nuclear dnA. The main genetic features of this genome are: maternal inheritance, 
polyplasmy (homoplasmy and heteroplasmy), mitotic segregation, threshold effect, and 
high mutational rate. MtdnA diseases are also unique inasmuch different mutations in the 
same or in different genes might give rise to the same phenotype, just as the same muta-
tion can give rise to very different phenotyes. nGS has allowed to associate different ndnA 
mutations to these diseases. Cellular models (transmitochondrial cybrids and transfected 
fibroblast) are used to determine the pathogenicity of the mutations. Recently, there are 
several proposals of therapy to cure or avoid the transmission of these diseases.

jmontoya@unizar.es



delVInG Into tHe ComplexItY oF SpInoCere-
Bellar deGeneratIonS, HoW next GeneratIon 
SequenCInG ImproVed our KnoWledGe 
nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Giovanni STEVAnIn, Institut du Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière, InSERM/uPMC u1127, 
CnRS uMR7225, neurogenetics EPhE team, Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital, 47 Bd de l’hôpital, 
75013 Paris

Spinocerebellar degenerations are clinically and genetically heterogeneous neurodegen-
erative disorders. Their genetic diagnosis has been improved by next-generation sequenc-
ing techniques. novel types of mutations or transmissions in known genes are constantly 
being identified. The phenotypic spectrum associated with a single gene constantly gains 
in complexity. numerous novel genes have been identified; some have been implicated 
in these diseases in addition to being responsible for other diseases. novel pathological 
mechanisms have been identified. All these factors make genotype-phenotype correla-
tions particularly difficult. Some but not all of this variability can be explained by different 
pathophysiological consequences (loss of function, gain of function, variable levels of hap-
loinsufficiency) but also raises the question of modifier genes.

giovanni.stevanin@upmc.fr
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rare neuroGenetIC dISorderS: 
tHe ClInICIanS perSpeCtIVe
nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Simon Edvardson Md, Pediatric neurology unit, hadassah university hospital, Mount Sco-
pus, P.O.B 24035, Jerusalem 91240, Israel

The clinician investigating rare genetic disorders interfaces not only with patients and fami-
lies but with numerous other professionals that form a team. Several pitfalls in communi-
cation and management of cases are discussed in this talk and illustrated by case-reports. 
The following potential pitfalls will be highlighted: -delineation of neurogenetic disorders 
start with a careful phenotypic description, this process may be complicated by lumping 
together unrelated symptoms or vice-versa. -Establishing a tentative mode of inheritance 
depends on understanding culture-dependent definitions of relatedness. -The process of 
filtering sequencing-data should be clear to the clinician as several assumptions derived 
from the clinical data go in to the process. -Once a list of possible causative variants has 
been assembled, the discussion of what pathways are relevant to the patient’s symptoms 
should be informed by the clinician. - Reaching a molecular genetic diagnosis is not the end 
of the patient-clinician relationship, and expectations should be set accordingly.

SIMOn@hadassah.org.il
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tHe neW role oF medICal GenetICS In ClInICal 
GuIdInG
nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Olaf Riess, Institute of Medical Genetics and Applied Genomics,  
university of Tübingen, Germany

Genomic testing rates number one even before telecommunnication and imaging technol-
ogy as a disruptive technology in medicine. nearly all concepts currently known to play a 
role in personalized medicine are based on genomic analysis of individual patients. This is 
a challange for Medical Genetics as it moves away from pedigree analysis to identify novel 
genes or even from testing for specific mutations in affected individuals towards genetic 
screening. This has been made possible through the recent developments of „next Gen-
eration Sequencing“ technologies, having placed this technology within less then 5 years 
into a routine diagnostics in the clinic. however, even if the technical part of genome se-
quencing has been solved widely the extend of interpretation of individual genome data in 
the clinical practise is still a matter of debate. Most of the current approaches are thus fo-
cussing on symptome based genetic diagnosis groups using targeted enrichment of genes, 
the so-called gene panels. however, depending on the diagnosis, these panels may cover 
as many as 1000 genes (for instance for intellectual disability, Id). Knowing that today 
only about 50% of the genetic causes of Id are being identified and at the same time that 
extensive data sets are being generated which are for the most parts not yet classified for 
their pathogeneity, geneticists are „playing back“ comprehensive variant sets to the clini-
cians. Currently, „Mendeliome“ enrichment strategies are in testing basically allowing to 
test all proven disease genes in one analysis. however, with these huge data information 
the specificity of the data is reduced with generating „unwanted“ information at the same 
time. This raises a new ethical dimension whether geneticists should be allowed or even 
requested to play back genetic data with clinical implication for disease prevention (cancer, 
cardiomyopathy, aso).

Olaf.Riess@med.uni-tuebingen.de
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an update on leuKodYStropHIeS
nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Marjo S. van der Knaap, Child neurology, Vu university Medical Center; Functional Ge-
nomics, Vu university; and neuroscience Campus Amsterdam

Leukodystrophies are rare, genetic disorders primarily affecting the white matter of the 
central nervous system (CnS). When the studies on leukodystrophies started in 1987, only 
a limited number of disorders was known and it was estimate that over 60% of the cases 
remained with a specific diagnosis. With MRI pattern recognition an increasing number of 
disorders could be defined and for the most prevalent disorders the basic genetic defect 
was determined by genetic linkage studies. despite this progress, the % of unsolved cases 
was still found to be 50% in 2010. The problem was that the remaining cases comprised 
numerous exceedingly rare disorders, which escaped disease definition by clinical and MRI 
observations and gene identification by conventional genetic linkage. The introduction 
of massive parallel sequencing, allowing whole exome and whole genome sequencing 
(WES and WGS) changed the situation completely and allowed disease definition and gene 
identification in very small groups of patients and even single families and individual pa-
tients. A recent retrospective study showed that now 80% and probably soon 90% of the 
leukodystrophy patients can receive a specific diagnosis. disease definition and identifica-
tion of the gene defect underlying the disease is essential for all further studies on clinical 
insights, disease mechanisms and therapy development. One example is megalencephalic 
leukoencephalopathy with subcortical cysts (MLC), a disease first described in 1995. Ge-
netic linkage helped identify the first gene, MLC1, harboring recessive mutations in ~70% 
of the patients. MLC1 protein interaction studies led to the identification of hEPACAM / 
GLIALCAM as second gene, harboring recessive mutations in ~10% of the patients and 
dominant mutations in ~20% of the patients. The recessive disease was classical, but the 
dominant disease had an improving phenotype. Since then it has become clear that the 
loss of MLC1 function is central in the disease. GlialCAM is a chaperone of MLC1 to ensure 
its normal location in astrocytic endfeet at the blood- and CSF-brain barriers. MLC1 has 
been shown to be involved in volume regulation by astrocytes. Mouse models for MLC 
have been developed allowing further studies on disease mechanisms and therapy.

ms.vanderknaap@vumc.nl
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la&C: opportunItIeS and CHallenGeS to 
rare dISeaSeS reSearCH
PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Virginia A. LLera, Md President GEISER Foundation (Rare diseases LA&C)

The first step to understand the opportunities and limits of our region regarding rare dis-
eases research, is to know the different sides that take place on the results: the culture of 
the researchers (basic research made by universities vs clinical trials made by clinicians with-
out any academicals training on research , lack of articulation between basic and clinical 
trials, GCP and Ethics only as a formal procedure, so there are lots of sensitive information, 
the gap between needs from people and the academically vision, the market growth vs the 
unmet needs), the patients are not aware about the benefits of research (less proactive at-
titude , more lost opportunities for all) the regulatory policies playing as barriers instead of 
favoring opportunities caring citizens, etc. Maybe most of these aspects are similar to the 
rest of the world, but in a most detailed view, these are differences in our region, having 
its particularity. In the other hand interest from the public policies and the local industry are 
getting involved to this field. The researchers initiate first steps toward translational criteria. 
The Knowledge of all these aspects, help us to be able to find strategies and solutions to 
develop the maximum opportunity for research in our region in order to help more people 
all over the world, but also taking into account that our region has a lot of possibilities to 
be developed in this sense. These specific strategies and suggestions could arise from an 
international collaboration. International collaboration speeds up the creativity and the 
better solutions. As an example there are many collaborative programs between Europe 
and LA&C but there is no one devoted to develop educational programs on this specific 
item. GEISER propose to include Rare diseases research programs into the international 
collaboration. As It is a sensitive issue, for that reason and in order to be more efficient, the 
start might be a round table including all the stakeholders, delivering an educational pro-
gram proposal to maximize efforts and answers for the affected citizens. GEISER proposes 
a draft agenda to be considered as a first step for an international collaboration program 
for rare disease research, articulating all the current initiatives and the new ones coming 
from the developing countries.

virginia.llera@fundaciongeiser.org
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CroWdFundInG prImarY rare dISeaSe 
reSearCH: BootStrapS and BIoBanKS
PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

heather C. Etchevers, Génétique Médicale et Génomique Fonctionnelle, InSERM uMR_S 
910 Aix-Marseille université - 27 boulevard Jean Moulin - 13005 Marseille - France

The RE(ACT) Community aims to promote both scientific knowledge sharing and to allow 
all interested stakeholders an innovative and targeted tool to raise funds for rare disease 
research projects. In 2014, I initiated the first crowdfunded project on this platform. Our 
lab proposed to collect biological resources nationwide concerning the large congenital 
giant nevus for our current and prospective research. With the support of multiple patient 
advocacy groups and individuals worldwide, we have reached our fourth milestone at over 
thirty six thousand euros to date, research is underway, and results are coming in. This 
talk will share some of our experiences, both disappointing and encouraging, so that oth-
ers can gauge how crowdfunding approaches could kickstart their own original scientific 
endeavors.

heather.etchevers@inserm.fr
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rare dISeaSeS reGIStrIeS aS toolS 
For ClInICal reSearCH
PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Erica daina, IRCCS - Istituto di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario negri, Clinical Research Center 
for Rare diseases Aldo e Cele daccò, Ranica, Bergamo, Italy. Email: raredis@marionegri.it

The double-blind randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are accepted by medicine as objec-
tive scientific methodology that, when ideally performed, produce knowledge untainted 
by bias. These complex, expensive studies can involve hundreds or even thousands of 
patients. In common conditions, such as hypertension, the population is so large that it is 
not difficult to select from the whole, those patients who fit the enrollment criteria. On 
the contrary, clinical trials in rare diseases (Rds) have to deal with the geographic spread 
of patients but also with the strong heterogeneity within the same condition. different 
patient subsets and fluctuating disease course can be often documented. Patient registries 
and databases are useful tools in the field of Rds and they are sometimes the only way 
to pool data in order to achieve a sufficient sample size for clinical research. In order to 
better characterize patients and establish long-term prognosis, patient-specific data are 
most often collected in registries linked with biorepositories. The Clinical Research Center 
for Rare diseases of the Mario negri Institute has gained great experience in implement-
ing rare disease registries and results of our studies emphasize the clinical importance of 
such effort. Examples showing the utility of registries are moreover numerous in scientific 
literature and must lead to overcome difficulties encountered in their implementation and 
maintenance. The approval process of orphan drugs by regulatory agencies may have also 
to deal with limitation inherent to the small populations. Patient registries are often a 
mandatory item (requested by regulatory authorities such as the uS FdA or the European 
EMA) to capture long-term safety and efficacy data of new drugs in the post-marketing 
phase. Genotype-phenotype correlations in patients with genetic Rds enrolled in registries 
may allow to identify different subgroups of subjects responsive to targeted treatments. 
Over the last 20 years Rds have received more attention from health authorities and from 
the public at large. To date a lot of experience has been accumulated in Europe as far as 
information to the patients and coordination of patient support groups. Actions to collect 
relevant information about the patients, with registries linked with biorepositories, as a 
mean to implement clinical research and treatment possibilities should be considered a 
priority for the near future.

erica.daina@marionegri.it
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CatalYZInG tranSlatIonal InnoVatIon
PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Abstract keynote speaker OPEnInG CEREMOnY Christopher P. Austin,  
M.d. director, national Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

The process by which observations in the laboratory or the clinic are transformed into de-
monstrably useful interventions that tangibly improve human health is frequently termed 
“translation.” This multi-stage and multifaceted process is poorly understood scientifically, 
and the current research ecosystem is operationally not well suited to the distinct needs of 
translation. As a result, biomedical science is in an era of unprecedented accomplishment 
without a concomitant improvement in meaningful health outcomes, and this is creating 
pressures that extend from the scientific to the societal and political. To meet the opportu-
nities and needs in translational science, nCATS was created as nIh’s newest component 
in december 2011, via a concatenation of extant nIh programs previously resident in other 
components of nIh. nCATS is scientifically and organizationally different from other nIh 
Institutes and Centers. It focuses on what is common to diseases and the translational 
process, and acts a catalyst to bring together the collaborative teams necessary to develop 
new technologies and paradigms to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the transla-
tional process, from target validation through intervention development to demonstration 
of public health impact. This talk will provide an overview of nCATS mission, programs, 
and deliverables, with a view toward future developments.

austinc@mail.nih.gov
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GenetIC edItInG WItH tHe CrISpr/CaS9 SYStem 
For HuntInGon’S dISeaSe
ABSTRACT n° A004_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

déglon nicole 1,2; Cécile Meunier 3; Virginie Zimmer 1,2; Guillaume Perriard 4,2; Ma-
thieu Canales 4,2; Gabriel Vachey 1,2; Lucas hergott 1,2; Tim Beltraminelli 1,2; Thomas 
dequesne 1,2; Catherine Pythoud 1,2; Maria Rey 1,2; Renaud du Pasquier 4,2, Luc Pellerin 
3 ; Anselme Perrier 5,6 1Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular neurotherapies (LCMn), de-
partment of Clinical neurosciences (dnC), Lausanne university hospital (ChuV), Lausanne, 
Switzerland; 2LCMn, neuroscience Research Center (CRn), Lausanne university hospital 
(ChuV), Lausanne, Switzerland ; 3department of Physiology, Laboratory of neuroenerget-
ics, Lausanne university, Switzerland ; 4neuro-immunology, neurology division, depart-
ment of Clinical neurosciences (dnC), Lausanne university hospital (ChuV), Lausanne, 
Switzerland ; 5u861, Institut national de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale (InSERM), 
AFM, Evry, France ; 6uEVE u861, I-STEM, AFM, Evry, France

huntington’s disease (hd) is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by a pathological CAG 
expansion at the 3’ end of the first exon of the huntingtin gene (hTT). Currently, there is 
no efficient treatment for hd. Editing of the mutant hTT gene with the Clustered Regu-
larly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) system represents a new and promis-
ing approach. Recognition of the hTT target sequence by a single-guide RnA sequences 
(sgRnA) and the Cas9 protein is inducing dnA double-strand breaks (dSB), which activate 
endogenous cellular repair pathways. non-homologous end joining (nhEJ) will introduce 
small insertion/deletion (indel) that alter the reading frame of hTT gene while homologous 
directed repair (hdR) is activated in the presence of a dnA template. To validate the ap-
proach and optimize the delivery of the CRISPR system with viral vectors, we first targeted 
artificial sequences containing fluorescent reporter genes in hEK 293T cells. An efficient 
gene disruption was measured and associated with a loss of fluorescence in neurons, as-
trocytes, in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, we developed multiple strategies to disrupt the 
mutant hTT gene. Quantification demonstrated a high rate of indels, leading to a strong 
reduction of hTT protein in hEK 293T cells, mouse cortical neurons and human iPS-derived 
neurons. Blocking hTT expression in vitro hd models is improving several physiopathologi-
cal parameters. We are currently evaluating the impact of allele or non-allele specific mu-
tant hTT editing in human neurons from hd patients. Altogether, these data demonstrate 
the potential of the CRISPR technology as therapeutic strategy for hd.

nicole.deglon@chuv.ch
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autopHaGY InduCtIon aS a potentIal 
treatment For lYSoSomal dISeaSeS.
ABSTRACT n° A006_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Leslie Matalonga1, Josep Farrera-Sinfreu 2, Roberto Pascual 3, Ángela Arias 1, Frederic Tort 
1, Judit Garcia-Villoria 1, Antonio Ferrer 3, Antonio Parente 2, Berta Ponsati 2, Laura Gort 
1, Antonia Ribes 1 1 Secció Errors Congènits del Metabolisme-IBC. Servei de Bioquímica 
i Genètica Molecular. hospital Clínic; CIBERER-u737; IdIBAPS ,Barcelona, Spain. 2 BCn 
Peptides SA, Sant Quintí de Mediona, Spain. 3 Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular, 
universidad Miguel hernández, Alicante, Spain.

Lysosomal storage disorders (LSds) are genetic diseases caused by the abnormal accumu-
lation of non-degraded macromolecules into lysosomes leading, in most cases, to a bio-
chemical cascade that results in the impairment of the autophagy flux and the prevention 
of lysosomal clearance. Recent studies have demonstrated that the induction of autophagy 
in LSds could decrease the abnormally stored material by enhancing lysosomal exocytosis. 
Bicalutamide is a synthetic non-steroidal anti-androgen molecule reported to be involved 
in the induction of autophagy in human prostate cancer cells. The aim of our work was 
to evaluate the potential benefits of Bicalutamide treatment, and its enantiomers (R and 
S), in skin fibroblasts derived from patients affected by seven different LSds. Treatment re-
sponse was evaluated in cultured fibroblasts by monitoring lysosomal exocytosis, substrate 
accumulation and cell viability. Treatment with (S)-Bicalutamide enantiomer was able to 
ameliorate significantly the altered biochemical parameters in all the cell lines, while the 
response to (R)-Bicalutamide, the racemic Bicalutamide or Ciclodextrin (a previously de-
scribed autophagy inductor in LSds) was less effective. Moreover, we have studied the mo-
lecular mechanism underlying Bicalutamide’s action and we found that Bicalutamide acts 
through the activation of the transcription factor TFEB. This transcription factor enhances 
the transcription of genes involved in autophagy and lysosomal biogenesis, leading to the 
subsequent increase ofthe autophagy flux and the lysosomal exocytosis. These results are 
encouraging as this approach circumvents the primary enzyme deficiency responsible for 
these diseases by exploiting the ability of lysosomes to expel their content into the extracel-
lular space, resulting in the clearance of the pathogenic stored material.

lmatalonga@ciberer.es
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BBrm02, a read-tHrouGH repurpoSed druG 
For nonSenSe-mutatIonS, SHoWS prooF 
oF eFFICaCY In treatment oF SpInal muSCular 
atropHY (Sma) 
ABSTRACT n° A007_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

hagar Greif 1 Rina Rosin-Arbesfeld 2 dalia Megiddo 1 1 BioBlast Pharma Ltd., Israel ; 2 
department of Clinical Microbiology and Immunology, Sackler School of Medicine, Tel-Aviv 
university, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Background: Administration of read-through agents (e.g. aminoglycosides) acting on the 
stop codon located at exon 8 of the Survival of Motor neuron (SMn-del7) protein, was 
found to be effective in inducing higher level of functional SMn protein. Prior attempts 
to translate these agents into therapeutic candidate drugs were hampered by prohibitive 
toxicity. Bioblast Pharma is currently developing a proprietary therapy for Spinal Muscular 
Atrophy (SMA), using FdA-approved macrolide antibiotic drugs as read-through agents, 
known as the BBrm family. Results: BBrm02, intrathecal formulation of Azithromycin, in-
creased SMn protein expression levels and function (shown by nuclear GEMs presence) 
in SMA patients’ cell lines. Intracerebroventricular (ICV) administration of BBrm02 to the 
well-known delta7 mouse model caused an increase in SMn expression levels in brain, 
spinal cord and muscle at 2.1, 2.4 and 5.7 fold, respectively, above vehicle-treated animals. 
The unique PK profile of BBrm02 enabled sustained effect in this model on body weight, 
motor function and increased survival, following a single administration, especially at low 
dose. Moreover, 30 days following a single ICV administration of BBrm02 to the Regeneron 
C/C mouse model (the Jackson Laboratory), demonstrated statistically significant increase 
in both tail length and body weight, phenomena that are indicative of effective interven-
tion in this mouse model. Combination of BBrm02 therapy with ASO therapy resulted in 
synergistic effect on the delta7 mouse model. Toxicological studies with intrathecal admin-
istrations to rats and dogs have been complete, showing no observed adverse effect level 
(nOAEL). Conclusions: Our encouraging combined results demonstrate a proof of efficacy 
of the Bioblast approach for the treatment of SMA using its lead molecule, BBrm02. The 
completion of safety studies enables Bioblast to initiate a Phase I clinical study in the near 
future. Acknowledgements: E Osman, C Washington, CL Lorson, university of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO, uSA M Osborne and C Lutz, Rare and Orphan disease Center, The Jackson 
Laboratory, Bar harbor, ME, uSA

hagar@bioblast-pharma.com
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eaCHInG an old doG neW trICKS? leSSonS on 
uSInG n-oF-one trIalS to repurpoSe 
treatmentS For rare dISeaSeS: tHe example 
oF epHedrIne For mYaStHenIa GraVIS.
ABSTRACT n° A008_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

TMartina C Cornel1, Charlotte Vrinten1,2, Alexander F Lipka3, Marja R Kuijpers4, Erik W 
van Zwet5, Stephanie S Weinreich1,4, Jan JGM Verschuuren3. 1. department of Clinical 
Genetics and EMGO Institute for health and Care Research, section Community Genetics 
& Public health Genomics, Vu university Medical Center, Amsterdam, nL 2. department 
of Epidemiology and Public health, university College London, London, uK 3. department 
of neurology, Leiden university Medical Center, Leiden, nL 4. national health Care Insti-
tute, diemen, nL 5. department of Medical Statistics and BioInformatics, Leiden university 
Medical Center, Leiden, nL

Background during the first edition of the RE(ACT) Congress, we reported on the develop-
ment of an n-of-one trial service for rare diseases to examine the efficacy and safety of 
off-label treatments. An n-of-one trial is an efficient method because a patient can be his 
own control, using a cross-over design. We now describe the results of the first series of 
n-of-one RCTs, using ephedrine, a drug (previously) used for asthma in some countries, for 
autoimmune myasthenia gravis (MG) as a case study, and the regulatory implications of 
these results. Ephedrine may postpone or abolish the need for immunosuppressive therapy 
when added to acetylcholinesterase inhibitors or low-dose prednisone but its effect in MG 
has not been systematically evaluated. Objectives To study the effect and safety of ephed-
rine as add-on treatment for MG in a Cochrane systematic literature review and a series of 
n-of-1 trials, and to examine how this treatment can be made available to patients via the 
current regulatory frameworks for market approval and reimbursement. Results Our review 
reported on 53 non-randomised studies including 308 patients, but showed that there was 
no evidence from RCTs. Our series of four n-of-one RCTs found a small but statistically sig-
nificant improvement in all four patients (1,0 point improvement on the Quantitative My-
asthenia Gravis score), and minimal adverse effects. The netherlands Medicines Evaluation 
Board (CBG) and national health Care Institute (ZIn) were asked to advise on how these 
results can be used to make this treatment available to patients. CBG stated that data of 
n-of-one trials could be sufficient to warrant registration as a last resort option for rare 
diseases under certain conditions such as fast onset of the effect. however, both ZIn and 
CBG considered the clinical relevance of the effect inconclusive. A different study design 
e.g. parallel group trial with a longer treatment duration was suggested. Currently only 
companies have the means to apply for market approval. Investments in old drugs may 
cause companies to raise prices of rediscovered drugs beyond cost-effectivity. Conclusion 
n-of-one RCTs can provide evidence of efficacy of treatment for rare diseases, particularly 
when repurposing existing treatments where companies can expect little return on invest-
ment. It seems warranted to use public funding for evidence development for such drugs 
to ensure reasonable prices.

mc.cornel@vumc.nl
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mIld InHIBItIon oF alanIne-GlYoxYlate 
amInotranSFeraSe tranSlatIon aS a poSSIBle 
treatment oF prImarY HYperoxalurIa tYpe I 
ABSTRACT n° A009_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

R Belostotsky1, R Lyakhovetsky1, BB Beck2 and Y Frishberg1 1. Pediatric nephrology, Shaare 
Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel; 2. Institute of human Genetics, Cologne, Germany

Background: Primary hyperoxaluria type 1 (Ph1) is a kidney stone disease, often leading to 
ESRd, caused by absence, deficiency or mistargeting of the liver peroxisomal alanine-gly-
oxylate aminotransferase (AGT), encoded by AGXT. The most frequent mutation G170R, 
responsible for 30% of Ph1 cases in Caucasians, results in aberrant mitochondrial local-
ization rather than catalytic inactivity. Modulating AGT maturation and folding has long 
been perceived as a therapeutic approach. Yet, numerous attempts over the years failed 
to rescue AGT mutants. We propose mild translational inhibition as a novel approach to 
improve folding and localization of AGT mutants. Methods: Our model is ChO cells trans-
fected with appropriate vectors as well as hepatocytes from Ph1 patients with G170R 
mutated and WT AGT. We used the FdA-approved drug emetine, as a translation inhibitor. 
To ensure selective and specific discrimination between the mitochondrial (major) and the 
peroxisomal (minor) subpopulations of mutated AGT we developed the GlowAGT system 
based on the recently described self-assembly split GFP approach. Only those GlowAGT 
molecules (WT or mutant) that are localized in peroxisomes are fluorescent. Results: WT-
AGT but not G170R-AGT was detectable by GlowAGT fluorescence due to mitochondrial 
mislocalization of the mutant. however, both variants were visible by indirect immunofluo-
rescence. Treatment of G170R-AGT with emetine showed statistically significant increase 
of fluorescent subpopulation of G170R-AGT. GFP fluorescence was exclusively co-distrib-
uted with the peroxisomal staining in all cases. Treatment G170R-AGT human hepatocytes 
with emetine had rescued the elevated level of oxalate excretion by human hepatocytes. 
Conclusions: We show that mild translation inhibition by emetine is a novel therapeutic 
approach for Ph I caused by AGT misfolding/mislocalization. We suggest that mild transla-
tion inhibition could be used as a therapeutic approach for many conformational diseases. 
Funding: GIF Research Grant no. I-1216-328.2/2012
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noVel tHerapeutIC perSpeCtIVeS For SarCoGlY-
CanopatHY BY aSSIStInG proteIn FoldInG
ABSTRACT n° A010_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

dorianna Sandonà1, Roberta Sacchetto2, Elisa Bianchini1, Marcello Carotti1, Giulia Pilia1, 
Chiara Gomiero2 1department of Biomedical Sciences, 2department of Comparative Bio-
medicine and Food Science, university of Padova, Padova, Italy

Sarcoglycanopathy, the collective name of four forms of Limb Girdle Muscular dystro-
phy (LGMd 2C-2F), is a rare genetic disorder affecting mainly the proximal musculature. 
defects in any one of the genes coding for α-, β-, γ- or δ -sarcoglycan (SG), forming a 
key structural tetramer in the sarcolemma of striated muscles, strongly affect SG-complex 
formation/stability. disease severity is strictly related to the residual level of sarcoglycans 
in the sarcolemma, with the most severe forms characterized by the almost complete 
loss of the proteins. Most of the sarcoglycan defects are missense mutations producing 
a full length but folding defective protein. We have proven that the primary pathological 
event in sarcoglycanopathy occurs in the Endoplasmic Reticulum, where the quality control 
system, by proof-reading newly synthesized sarcoglycans, recognizes and directs to the 
proteasomal degradation the folding-defective mutants. This event causes the secondary 
loss of the wild-type partners. We have also demonstrated that many missense mutants 
retain their function and that the entire complex can be properly rescued by blocking the 
degradation of these mutants. These findings opened new perspectives for the therapy of 
this neglected disease allowing to design small molecule-based approaches aimed not only 
to merely inhibit sarcoglycan mutants degradation, but particularly to help their folding so 
that, structurally stabilized, these mutants can skip disposal and traffic at the proper site 
of action. To this intent, we have tested several small molecules, known as protein folding 
correctors screened for the treatment of cystic fibrosis, in both cell models expressing fold-
ing defective forms of α-SG and primary myogenic cells isolated from a patient suffering 
of LGMd2d*. We have observed, by western blot and immunofluorescence analyses, that 
treatments with these compounds lead to the accumulation of different α-SG mutants that 
are competent to assemble with the wild type partners and traffic to the cell membrane. 
Although the mechanism of action of CFTR correctors on sarcoglycans is still unknown 
and needs to be clarify, these data represent the proof of principle of a “protein repair 
strategy” that can be developed to treat LGMd2d utilizing well-known and available small 
molecules correcting mutant folding. * human samples have been provided by the neuro-
muscular Bank of Tissues and dnA samples of the Italian Telethon Foundation.

dorianna.sandona@unipd.it
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Human BrodY dISeaSe and ItS anImal model 
Cattle pSeudomYotonIa: From underStandInG 
tHe patHoGenetIC meCHanISm to IdentIFICatIon 
oF noVel tHerapeutIC approaCHeS
ABSTRACT n° A011_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Roberta Sacchetto1, dorianna Sandonà2, Elisa Bianchini2, Francesca Busato1, Francesco 
Mascarello1 1department of Comparative Biomedicine and Food Science, 2department of 
Biomedical Sciences, university of Padova, Padova Italy.

human Brody disease is a rare inherited myopathy clinically characterized by an exercise 
induced impairment of muscle relaxation due to a deficiency of the sarco(endo)plasmic 
reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA1), resulting from a defect of ATP2A1 gene coding for SER-
CA1. In skeletal muscle fibres, SERCA1 allows relaxation by removing Ca2+ from cytosol 
to restore resting Ca2+ concentration. Brody disease is transmitted as an autosomal reces-
sive trait and is genetically heterogeneous. SERCA1 deficiency has been attributed to a 
reduction either in SERCA1 protein content at sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) membranes of 
pathological fibres, or in Ca2+-ATPase activity. Large animals have emerged as genetically 
relevant models for human inherited diseases. Cattle congenital pseudomyotonia (PMT) is 
a muscular disorder characterized by stiffness and delayed muscle relaxation. All PMT af-
fected animals are homozygous for the ATP2A1 gene mutations and, like Brody disease, 
cattle PMT turned out to be genetically heterogeneous. Bovine pathological muscles are 
characterized by a selective reduction of SERCA1 protein. Clinical symptoms genetic and 
biochemical findings, clearly demonstrated that cattle PMT is the true animal model of 
Brody disease. using both hEK293 cells overexpressing SERCA1 mutants and biopsies from 
cattle pathological muscles (collected in conformance with the institutional guidelines for 
the care and use of animals), we provided evidence that SERCA1 mutants were polyu-
biquitinated and prematurely degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system. The treat-
ment with proteasome inhibitors rescued the expression level of mutated SERCA1 at SR 
membranes both in hEK293 cell model and in muscle fibres from PMT affected animals. 
Although corrupted in proper folding , SERCA1 retained the catalytic properties, therefore 
by monitoring Ca2+ re-uptake we demonstrated that the recovered SERCA1 was able to 
re-establishing resting cytosolic Ca2+ concentration. At present, no specific therapy exists 
for Brody disease. We have found that small molecules known as “CFTR correctors” are 
able to reverse Brody pathological phenotype by promoting correct folding and proper tar-
geting at SR membranes of the mutated misfolded SERCA1. So, a possible pharmacologi-
cal therapy could be hypothesized for the specific population of Brody patients in which 
ATP2A1 mutations impair SERCA1 protein folding causing its rapid degradation, but leave 
unaffected the Ca2+-ATPase activity of the protein.

roberta.sacchetto@unipd.it
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repoSItIonInG & rare dISeaSeS: a FaSt druG 
deVelopment proCeSS
ABSTRACT n° A012_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Oscar huertas, MS (SOM Biotech SL) Gal.la Pericot, MS (SOM Biotech SL) Santiago Esteva, 
Phd (SOM Biotech SL) Raúl Insa, Md, Phd (SOM Biotech SL)

Purpose: drug repositioning is the process by which a drug already used for a certain 
condition is used to treat other diseases, expanding the range of use of the medicine. 
An advantage over traditional drug development is that a repositioned drug has already 
passed toxicity and clinical trials (like Phase I), its safety is well-known and the risk of fail-
ure for reasons of adverse toxicology is reduced. Thus, they can bypass much of the early 
cost and time; representing a profitable way to achieve success. Computational chemistry 
is a promising strategy in drug repositioning. SOM Biotech’s approach is drug-based and, 
in particular, based on chemical similarity. Orphan diseases are also attractive as there is 
a focus in unmet needs; facilitated development and availability of drug through priority 
review, accelerated approval, fast track designation, breakthrough therapy designation, 
market exclusivity period; small clinical trials; and a targeted commercial footprint. SOM 
is devoted to combine these two concepts in order to avoid the safety risks, costs and 
time needed to bring the drug onto the market. Methods: SOM’s discovery platform is 
proprietary ligand-based virtual screening software which identifies new drug activities. 
It compares physicochemical properties of a selected reference compound, with those of 
a database of marketed products plus products that have reached clinical research. As a 
result, products with potential similar biological activity but with different structure than 
the reference compound are identified. Once a new activity is in silico determined, dis-
ease relevant in vitro and in vivo studies are performed to confirm it, and protected with 
an international patent. Experimental validations are carried out by consortia partners or 
outsourced when appropriate. Results: Among the different projects on orphan diseases 
carried out since 2009, two of them reached clinical phases. SOM0226 has been demon-
strated to be effective for Transthyretin Amyloidosis in a 20-patient proof-of-concept trial. 
SOM3355 showed to be effective in preclinical experiments for the treatment of chorea 
associated to huntington’s disease and a clinical proof-of-concept is ongoing. Conclu-
sion: SOM’s technology showed to be effective in repositioning drugs for rare diseases as 
successful cases demonstrate. The company is devoted to obtain fast potential cures for 
orphan diseases, diseases with a very high medical need and with no treatment available.

huertas@sombiotech.com
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a neW CHanCe For CYStInoSIS tHerapY
ABSTRACT n° A013_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Bellomo Francesco 1, de Leo Ester 1,3, Taranta Anna 1, Pastore Anna 2, Rega Laura Rita 
1, di Giovamberardino Gianna 2, napolitano Francesco 3, di Bernardo diego 3, de Mat-
teis Maria Antonietta 3, Emma Francesco 1 1department of nephrology-urology, Bambino 
Gesù Children’s hospital and Research Institute, Rome, Italy 2Metabolomics and Proteom-
ics unit, Bambino Gesù Children’s hospital and Research Institute, Rome, Italy 3Telethon 
Institute of Genetics and Medicine (TIGEM), naples, Italy

Cystinosis is a rare autosomal inherited disease caused by functional deficit of the lysosom-
al cystine transporter cystinosin, coded by CTnS gene. The accumulation of cystine crystals 
causes impairment of several organs, in particular, end-stage kidney failure and ocular 
complications in the first decade of life, if not treated early with cysteamine. Oral and oph-
thalmic cysteamine therapy postpone the need for renal transplantation and ocular com-
plications, respectively. however, the resulting side effects of cysteamine therapy adversely 
affect the lifestyle of patients and their relatives. Large scale drug screening was performed 
on immortalized proximal tubule epithelial cells of patient (ciPTEC CTnS -/-) to find mol-
ecules that improve the cystinotic phenotype. Prestwick Chemical Library, collecting 1,200 
small molecules 100% FdA and EMA approved, was assayed at 10 µM for 24 hours on 
ciPTEC CTnS -/-. Two drugs were identified by crosschecking positive hits found by quanti-
fication of the intracellular cystine level measured by hPLC, and by determining the apop-
tosis, assessed as caspase 3/7 activation state in an automatized platform. Molecule #4176 
was chosen for its bioavailability and molecular stability. Pharmacokinetics studies in ciPTEC 
CTnS -/- showed that molecule #4176 reduced intracellular cystine more efficiently than 
cysteamine, in a dose ranging 0.1-20 µM. This result was confirmed in PBMCs of patients, 
furthermore an addictive effect was observed when molecule #4176 and cysteamine were 
combined in a ratio 1:1. Molecule #4176 reduced significantly ROS by about 25% and by 
about 50% in combination with cysteamine. Finally, an in vitro cystine crystallization assay 
showed the capability of molecule #4176 to reduce, in a supersaturated cystine aqueous 
solution, the formation of crystals. The pre-clinical experimental evidences show that re-
positioning of molecule #4176, used alone or coupled with cysteamine, could represent a 
potential therapy for systemic and topical treatment of cystinosis.

francesco.bellomo@opbg.net
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In VItro model oF proxImal tuBular 
dYSFunCtIon In CYStInoSIS
ABSTRACT n° A014_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

M.J. Janssen, div. Pharmacology, utrecht Institute for Pharmaceutical Sciences, The nether-
lands nienke van Andel, div. Pharmacology, utrecht Institute for Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
The netherlands M.J. Wilmer, dept. of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Radboudumc, nijme-
gen R. Masereeuw, div. Pharmacology, utrecht Institute for Pharmaceutical Sciences, The 
netherlands

Background: Cystinosis is a homozygous recessive lysosomal storage disorder caused by 
mutations in cystinosin (CTnS). Patients with this disease develop a severe renal phenotype 
with polyuria and proteinurea at the age of 6 months (renal Fanconi syndrome) and kidney 
failure before the age of ten. The current therapies are not able to restore proximal tubular 
function or improve water and protein reabsorption by the kidneys. Aim: develop a high 
throughput in vitro assay that can be used to evaluate the cystinostic proximal tubular cell 
function for drug testing Methods: We used conditionally immortalised proximal tubular 
cells (ciPTEC) from both cystinosis patients and healthy controls. To evaluate the protein 
uptake we compared the uptake of labelled bovine serum albumin (BSA-FITC) or receptor 
associated protein (RAP-GST), both ligands of the megalin mulitiligand receptor which is 
responsible for protein reabsorption in the proximal tubles. next we evaluated the co-
localisation of the internalised protein with the endosomes (EEA1 staining) or lysosomes 
(LAMP1 staining). Images were taken with the CV7000 high content imager to get high 
resolution confocal images. Results: RAP-GST showed a clear vascular pattern that over-
lapped with the endosomal and lysosomal compartment. BSA-FITC binding showed high 
background staining and was not used for further anlalysis. RAP-GST co-localised well with 
EEA1 and LAMP1 after 1 hr incubation, compared to no overlap on ice. Protein uptake ex-
periments showed that protein degradation was delayed in cystinotic cells as compared to 
the controls. Furthermore, the lysosomes were less regularly distributed on the cell surface 
in cystinotic cells and prone to forming larger clumbs. This phenotype was used to grade 
the cystinotic phenotype and will be used as a model to select for drug candidates that 
may have a positive effect on the proximal tubule function in cystinotic patients. Conclu-
sion: The in vitro model of human proximal tubular cells shows a clear defect in lysosomal 
patterning and protein degradation which we can use as a functional readout to identify 
drug compounds that can improve cystinotic proximal tubular function.

m.j.janssen1@uu.nl
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endoGenouS metaBolIC proFIlInG aS 
a Fundament In perSonalIZed tHeranoStICS.
ABSTRACT n° A015_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Torbjörn Lundstedt 1,2,7, hari Shanker Sharma3, Thomas Moritz4,7, Frida Troell5, Kate 
Bennett7 Katrin Lundstedt-Enkel6,7 and  Johan Trygg5,7  E.mail: torbjorn.lundstedt@
acurepharma.com, johan.trygg@chem.umu.se, www.acureomics.com 1, department of 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, uppsala university, Sweden, 2, AcurePharma, uppsala, Swe-
den, 3, department of Surgical Sciences, division of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care 
Medicine, university hospital, uppsala university, Sweden, 4, Plant Science Centre, Swed-
ish university of Agricultural Science, umeå, Sweden. 5, umeå Research group for Chemo-
metrics, Institute of Chemistry, umeå university, Sweden. 6,department of Environmental 
Toxicology, uppsala university, Sweden.7. Acureomics AB umeå

Metabolomics has grown into an established tool in research as; A.  diagnosis, i.e. clas-
sification B.   Identification of biomarkers in relation to e.g. diseases. C.   dynamic studies 
i.e. to identify effects from e.g. medical treatment, changes in food intake, environmental 
or genetically changes to a living species such as human, animal, or plants. In this presen-
tation the use of metabonomics as a tool in drug discovery and theranostics will be high-
lighted. In the first part the differences in biochemical profile between healthy volunteers 
and persons with the diagnosis rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are discussed and identification 
of novel biochemical pathways for understanding the underlying factors of the disease is 
discussed. In the next part a comparison to different animal models is made, in order to 
identify the most relevant for describing the disease in humans to be used for evaluation of 
novel treatments, can be drugs nutrition…. In the last part an attempt to understand the 
origin of the endogenous metabolites we observe in the circulating blood. i.e biochemical 
pathway used to identify enzymes involved in the disturbed metabolic pattern caused by a 
mal condition, which is the base foe develop treatments for orphane indications like Bat-
tens. Acknowledgement To Eu horizon 2020 for a grant supporting Battcure

cso@acureomics.com
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BatCure: deVelopInG neW tHerapIeS For 
Batten dISeaSe
ABSTRACT n° A018_2016 / dRuG REPOSITIOnInG And PERSOnALIZEd MEdICInE

Sara Mole, on behalf of the BATCure Consortium MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biol-
ogy and uCL Institute of Child health, university College London, London WC1E 6BT, uK.

Purpose: The goal of BATCure is to develop the first effective treatments for patients liv-
ing with a group of rare lysosomal diseases known as the neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses 
(nCL) or Batten disease. We will provide and test novel compounds and gene therapies, 
and increase understanding of the biochemical pathways and tissues affected in Batten 
disease to aid the selection and testing of these therapeutic leads. We shall provide this real 
breakthrough in knowledge and innovative therapies to treat three genetically distinct nCL 
sub-types caused by mutations in intracellular transmembrane proteins. These affect more 
than 50% of all children and young adults with nCL living across Europe but are not ame-
nable to the current therapeutic strategies that involve the direct replacement of defective 
soluble enzymes. They include the most prevalent type of nCL, juvenile CLn3 disease, and 
about half of all adult-onset cases. Methods: BATCure will provide a concerted, focused 
and synergistic action over 3 years from January 2016 by experts from 13 organisations in 
8 different countries (uK, Sweden, Latvia, Italy, Germany, Spain, denmark) committed to 
work together towards our common goal. We will: 1. Create new models, tools and tech-
nologies for developing and testing therapies 2. Further delineate disease biology and gene 
function to identify new therapeutic target pathways 3. Identify biochemical therapeutic 
target pathways, facilitate effective evaluation of preclinical therapies and improve diag-
nostics 4. Extend a comprehensive natural history beyond the brain to include cardiology, 
the spinal cord, peripheral nervous system, psychiatric and metabolic changes 5. Identify 
new and repurpose existing small molecule therapy 6. Triage new compound treatments in 
zebrafish, a high-throughput small vertebrate model 7. deliver and monitor new treatments 
using mouse models 8. Provide a novel mechanism to involve patients and their families to 
inform and fully contribute to therapy development and prepare all stakeholders for clinical 
trials Summary: The proposal BATCure comprehensively tackles the challenges and scope 
of Eu horizon 2020 PhC-14-2015 – new therapies for rare diseases. The project combines 
the expertise of (i) recognised European research teams, both basic scientists (partners 1, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13) and clinicians (partner 6), (ii) high-technology SMEs and micro-
SMEs (partners 2, 7, 11), and (iii) an nCL patients’ organisation (partner 14).

s.mole@ucl.ac.uk
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maGel2 aS a Gene reSponSIBle 
For tHe opItZ C SYndrome
ABSTRACT n° B002_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

urreizti, R1; Mort, S1; Franco-Valls, h1; Vilageliu, L1; Cormand, B1; neri, G2; Opitz, J.M. 
3; Grinberg, d1; Balcells, S1. 1department of Genetics, Faculty of Biology, universitat de 
Barcelona, CIBERER, IBuB, Barcelona, Spain 2Istituto Genetica Medica, università Cattolica 
Sacro Cuore, Policlínico A Gemelli, Roma, Italy 3Pediatrics, university of utah School of 
Medicine, Salt Lake City, uT, united States

Opitz C syndrome (OTCS, MIM #211750) is a rare (with less than 60 cases described in the 
literature) and heterogeneous genetic disorder characterized by severe malformations as 
trigonocephaly, variable mental and psychomotor retardation and variable cardiac defects 
with a high mortality rate. Opitz C shows phenotypic overlap with Bohring-Opitz syndrome 
(BOS, MIM #605039), a disorder with more severe features, and it has been suggested 
that there is a gradient of spectrum between them rather than being separate syndromes. 
different patterns of inheritance and high genetic heterogeneity have been suggested for 
this syndrome. In this context, next generation sequencing technologies represent a valu-
able tool in investigating the molecular basis of this disease. The purpose of this study is to 
find the gene or genes responsible for the OTCS and BOS syndromes. We studied a cohort 
of 17 patients from 14 unrelated pedigrees with OTCS or BOS phenotype. Whole exome 
sequences (WES) of 4 nuclear families and 2 additional patients have been analysed. We 
have found a mutation in the MAGEL2 gene in an 18-year old girl (OC7) diagnosed with 
OTCS. MAGEL2 is an imprinted gene located at 15q11-13, within the Prader-Willy region, 
and it is maternally silenced. Patient OC7 was found to be a carrier of a de novo nonsense 
mutation (p.Q638*) in this gene. By means of a methylation-sensitive restriction followed 
by PCR amplification (Schaaf et al., 2013, nat Genet) we have demonstrated that the 
mutation was in the paternal chromosome. Recently, mutations in MAGEL2 have been 
associated with a Prader-Willy like syndrome named Shaaf-Yang (Schaaf et al., 2013, nat 
Genet; Soden et al., 2014, Sci Transl Med) and, independently, with severe arthrogryposis 
(Mejlachowicz et al., 2015, Am J hum Genet). The OC7 patient presented with severe 
mental retardation and seizures as well as trigonocephalia, micrognatia, hypotelorism, sco-
liosis, arthrogryposis, and hypotonia, symptons that are consistent with those present in 
Shaaf-Yang and severe arthrogryposis patients. MAGEL2 is being analysed in the remaining 
patients of the cohort but no other mutation has been found so far. These results provide 
the first molecular genetic basis for Opitz C and indicate that there is an overlap between 
Opitz C and other syndromes. This result also emphasizes the high genetic heterogeneity 
among this syndrome. In this sense, WES has become a reliable tool in the diagnosis of 
these patients.

roseruf@yahoo.es
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a noVel SplICInG mutatIon In tHe IqSeC2 Gene 
tHat modulateS tHe pHenotYpe SeVerItY In a 
FamIlY WItH IntelleCtual dISaBIlItY 
ABSTRACT n° B003_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Maria Isabel Alvarez-Mora1,2, Laia Rodríguez-Revenga1,2, Jordi Rosell3, Olof Karlberg4, 
Sascha Sauer5, Ann-Christine Syvänen4, Montserrat Mila1,2 and Irene Madrigal1,2 1Bio-
chemistry and Molecular Genetics department, hospital Clínic and IdIBAPS, Barcelona, Spain 
2Centre for Biomedical Research on Rare diseases (CIBERER), ISCIII, Barcelona, Spain 3Ge-
netics Section, hospital universitari Son Espases, Palma de Mallorca, Spain 4department of 
Medical Sciences, Molecular Medicine and Science for Life Laboratory, uppsala university, 
uppsala, Sweden 5Max-Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics Ihnestrasse, Berlin, Germany

The IQSEC2 gene is located on chromosome Xp11.22 and encodes a guanine nucleotide 
exchange factor for the AdPribosylation factor family of small GTPases. This gene is known 
to have a significant role in cytoskeletal organization, dendritic spine morphology and 
synaptic organization. Variants in IQSEC2 cause moderate to severe intellectual disability in 
males and a variable phenotype in females because this gene escapes from X-chromosome 
inactivation. here we report on the first splicing variant in IQSEC2 (g.88032_88033del; 
nG_021296.1) that co-segregates in a family diagnosed with an X-linked form of Id. In a 
percentage of the cells, the variant activates an intraexonic splice acceptor site that abol-
ishes 26 amino acids from the highly conserved Ph domain of IQSEC2 and creates a prema-
ture stop codon 36 amino acids later in exon 13. Interestingly, the percentage of aberrant 
splicing seems to correlate with the severity of the disease in each patient. The impact of 
this variant in the target tissue is unknown, but we can hypothesize that these differences 
may be related to the amount of abnormal IQSEC2 transcript. To our knowledge, we are 
reporting a novel mechanism of IQSEC2 involvement in Id. Variants that affect splicing are 
related to many genetic diseases and the understanding of their role in disease expands 
potential opportunities for gene therapy. Modulation of aberrant splicing transcripts can 
become a potent therapeutic approach for many of these diseases.

mi.alvarez@ciberer.es
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exome SequenCInG reVealed mutatIonS In 
nadK2 In a patIent WItH ClInICal ImproVement 
upon lYSIne reStrICtIon and pYrIdoxal 
pHoState admInIStratIon 
ABSTRACT n° B004_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Frederic Tort 1, Olatz ugarteburu 1, Maria Angeles Torres 2, Judit García-Villoria 1, Marisa 
Girós 1, Leslie Matalonga 1, Xênia Ferrer-Cortès 1, Angela Arias 1, Angeles Ruiz 2, Antonia 
Ribes 1 1 Secció d’Errors Congènits del Metabolisme -IBC, Servei de Bioquímica i Genètica 
Molecular, hospital Clínic, IdIBAPS, CIBERER, Barcelona, Spain. 2 hospital universitario Son 
Espases, Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

We report a 10 years old Spanish female with mutations in nAdK2. Antenatal CnS abnor-
malities showed ventriculomegaly, colpocephaly and hypoplasia of the corpus callosum. At 
birth, axial hypotonia along with uncoordinated movements, microcephaly and generalized 
cerebellar atrophy were detected. Metabolic investigations revealed high lysine, lactate and 
pipecolic acid levels in blood and cerebrospinal fluid. Pyruvate carboxylase and pyruvate 
dehydrogensae activity in fibroblasts were normal. Since the newborn period she received 
biotin, thiamine and carnitine supplementation. Lysine restricted diet was started at one 
month old. As pipecolic acid was high, pyridoxine was added to treatment. Later on, at 3 
years of age, astatic myoclonic epilepsy appeared with no response to Levetiracetam. We 
switched pyridoxine to pyridoxal phosphate with electroclinical improvement. Because the 
activity of mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes III and IV were slightly low in muscle, 
other cofactors such as ubidecorenone, idebenone, vitamin E and creatine were added to 
the treatment. At 8 years of age plasma acylcarnitines were performed and high levels of 
C10:2 were found. Whole exome sequencing identified a homozygous splice site mutation 
in nAdK2 (c.468+6T>C; p.Trp156Cysfs*21). This substitution generates an exon skipping, 
leading to a truncated protein. In fact, nAdK2 mRnA and the corresponding protein were 
almost absent. now, at 10 years of age she presents ataxia and incoordination. She has 
oromotor dysphasia but is able to understand fluid language and is a very friendly girl. We 
hypothesize that patient clinical improvement could be due to lysine restricted diet togeth-
er with cofactors and pyridoxal phosphate administration, a cofactor of several enzymes 
in the CnS. The rationale for this treatment was the fact that pipecolic acid was high in 
CSF and, consequently its product, piperideine-6-carboxylate, could also be high. Since it 
is known that piperideine-6-carboxylate inactivates pyridoxal phosphate by a Knoevenagel 
reaction we provide a potential explanation for the clinical improvement of our patient 
upon pyridoxal phosphate administration.

ftort@ciberer.es
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InteraCtIVe SoFtWare For tHe InteGrated 
analYSIS and IdentIFICatIon oF rare 
and undIaGnoSed dISeaSeS uSInG nGS data 
ABSTRACT n° B005_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Stephan Pabinger 1, denis Katic 2, Ana Krolo 3, Tatjana T. hirschmugl 3, Kaan Boztug 
3,4,5, Albert Kriegner 2, Klemens Vierlinger 1 1 AIT - Austrian Institute of Technology 
Gmbh, health & Environment - Molecular diagnostics, Vienna, Austria 2 Platomics Gmbh, 
Vienna, Austria 3 CeMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian Academy 
of Sciences, Vienna, Austria 4 department of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Medical 
university of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 5 CeRud Vienna Center for Rare and undiagnosed 
diseases, Vienna, Austria

The growing number of known rare diseases is estimated to be larger than 7,000, with 
more being discovered each day. however, for only half of these diseases the underlying 
genes are not known. Often, rare disease patients go for long periods of testing without 
a diagnosis. Recent advances in next-generation sequencing (nGS) have revolutionized 
genomics allowing physicians and scientists to examine patients at a level that allows find-
ing the proverbial “needle in a haystack”. The current challenge with nGS technologies 
is no longer the development of equipment, but rather the interpretation and analysis of 
data. here we present an integrated solution that facilitates analysis and identification of 
potential causing mutations in rare and undiagnosed diseases from nGS-based genome 
sequencing studies. The application is made of several steps covering the whole analyses 
workflow, from raw data to a final report. All complex analysis steps are abstracted from 
the end user and results are presented in an intuitive and interactive way. The application 
annotates identified variants with over 50 properties, including descriptive statistics, pre-
diction scores, frequencies from public databases (e.g., 1000 genome, ExAC), and informa-
tion from disease related databases (ClinVar, OMIM, BIC). In order to support researchers 
with finding the disease causing mutations, an interactive filtering, prioritization, and clas-
sification mechanism is included offering unprecedented ways to analyze variants. Family 
studies can be collectively analyzed using sophisticated querying and filtering methods 
including graphical representations of the relationships. The whole system is available as 
a web-based application integrated into the Platomics platform, which offers powerful 
features for heterogeneous data handling of samples, performing analysis runs using op-
timized parameter settings, and tracking of previously completed analyses. As a proof of 
principle, using the new software we have analyzed targeted sequencing data in a cohort 
of patients with primary immunodeficiency disorders (PIds) of unknown molecular origin. 
PIds are a diverse group of congenital disorders affecting both naïve and adaptive immune 
response resulting in severe, life-threatening, early-onset defects. Therefore, the new ap-
plication will contribute to fast and reliable diagnosis, which could have a major impact for 
the PId patient treatment, as well as for personalized medicine.

stephan.pabinger@ait.ac.at
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exome SequenCInG reVealS tWo autoSomal 
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Tejada MI (1,2); Botella MP (3); de La hoz AB (2); Ibarlucea n (1,2); Ocio I (3); Maortua 
h.(1,2); Llano I (1,2); Gener B (1,2). (1) Genetics Service, Cruces university hospital, Ba-
rakaldo-Bizkaia, Spain. (2) BioCruces health Research Institute, Barakaldo-Bizkaia, Spain. 
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Intellectual disability (Id) and autism are serious medical and social problems and establish-
ing their cause is essential. Exome sequencing has been proven to be a powerful tool in 
the identification of their genetic causes and the strategy using trio analysis that compare 
the proband’s genome against the parental ones is thought to give a diagnostic rate of 
15-40%. In this line, this study was designed in order to find out the genetic causes of 
Id and autism in families with at least two male brothers affected. We present here two 
monozygotic twin brothers born with normal phenotype of healthy first cousins parents. 
They have always presented with significant psychomotor developmental delay and au-
tistic features including repetitive movements. They also have an atypical behavior with 
symbiosis between them. On recent assessment at 15 years of age, their motor skills had 
improved significantly as well as their knowledge, but they still have social interaction dif-
ficulties, as well as learning disability. The Ampliseq Exome kit was used to enrich the exon 
regions of the genomes which were sequenced using the Ion Proton sequencing system 
with 200bp single end reads hi-Q Chemistry. nGS were performed in Genetracer Biotech 
Company and mutations found by nGS were verified by Sanger sequencing in our labora-
tory. Two autosomal recessive changes have been found in homozygosis in both brothers. 
Sanger sequencing of their parents confirmed that both variations were inherited. 1) The 
first one was a c.G1330>C, (p.Asp444his) missense change in the BTd gene (Biotinidase). 
This variation is a very well documented mutation (d444h) found in individuals with a mild 
form of Biotinidase deficiency but our patients do not have any symptoms of Biotinidase 
deficiency, and their levels of Biotinidase are similar to those described for heterozygotes. 
2) The second one has not been described to date: It’s a nonsense c.74T>A variation in 
the nLGn1 gene (neuroligin-1) that results in a truncated protein (p.Leu25*) predicted to 
be deleterious in in silico prediction programs. In fact, multiple members of the nL family 
(including nLGn1) have been linked to autism and Id. In addition, nLGn1 KO mice exhibit 
a dramatic increase in repetitive, stereotyped grooming behavior. So, we consider that this 
mutation is highly suggestive to be the cause of the pathology of these brothers. Work 
financially supported by FIS (ISCIII) grant no. PI14/00321, co-financed by FEdER.
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ImproVInG tHe manaGement oF InHerIted 
retInal dYStropHIeS BY tarGeted SequenCInG 
oF a populatIon-SpeCIFIC Gene panel. 
ABSTRACT n° B007_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

nereida Bravo-Gil1,2#, Cristina Méndez-Vidal1,2#, Laura Romero-Pérez1, María González-
del Pozo1,2, Enrique Rodríguez-de la Rúa3, Joaquín dopazo2,4,5, Salud Borrego1,2 and 
Guillermo Antiñolo1,2* 1 department of Genetics, Reproduction and Fetal Medicine, In-
stitute of Biomedicine of Seville, university hospital Virgen del Rocío/CSIC/university of 
Seville, Seville, Spain. 2 Centre for Biomedical network Research on Rare diseases (CIBER-
ER), Spain. 3 department of Ophthalmology, university hospital Virgen Macarena, Seville, 
Spain. 4 Computational Genomics department, Centro de Investigación Príncipe Felipe 
(CIPF), Valencia, Spain. 5 Functional Genomics node, (InB) at CIPF, Valencia, Spain. #These 
authors contributed equally to this work. *Corresponding author

Purpose: The aim of this study was the development of an efficient next generation se-
quencing (nGS)-based diagnostic tool for the identification of causative mutations in a 
Spanish cohort with diverse Inherited Retinal dystrophies (IRd). Methods: We implemented 
a custom panel of 64 retinal genes and three disease-associated intronic regions for the 
molecular diagnosis of 32 families with a wide range of IRd. Targeted bases were captured 
and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform. Subsequently, bioinformatics and coseg-
regation analyses were performed to identify causative variants. Results: The mutation 
detection rate of this panel was 100%, with 99% of target bases covered >70x. Patho-
genic mutations were found in 73% (22/30) of IRd patients ranging from 50% (4/8) for 
autosomal dominant cases, 75% (6/8) for syndromic cases, 83% (10/12) for autosomal 
recessive cases, and 100% (2/2) for X-linked cases. Two cases unsuccessfully studied by 
exome sequencing were resolved by applying this panel. Moreover, the phenotype and 
genotype were not in full agreement in 6 probands, which led to the refinement of clinical 
diagnoses. Furthermore, intra- and interfamilial phenotypic variability was also observed 
in two cases, respectively. Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first study to apply a 
population-specific panel to seek for causative mutations in a cohort of unselected patients 
of IRd. Our results demonstrate that this approach is highly efficient for the diagnosis of 
this heterogeneous hereditary condition. The molecular information found in this study 
has aid clinical diagnosis in some cases, and has improved family counseling and patient 
management in others.
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HIpBI-rd: HarmonISInG pHenomICS 
InFormatIon For a Better InteroperaBIlItY 
In tHe rare dISeaSe FIeld 
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Ana Rath1, Peter Robinson2, Michael Brudno3, helen Parkinson4, Tudor Groza5, Annie Olry1, 
Marc hanauer1, Valérie Lanneau1, Charlotte Rodwell1, Sebastian Köhler2 1. InSERM, uS14 
– Orphanet, Paris, France 2. Institute for Medical Genetics and human Genetics, Charité uni-
versitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany. 3. The hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada 4. Eu-
ropean Bioinformatics Institute, European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL-EBI), hinxton, 
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Statement of purpose : Rare disease (Rd) research is a field of medicine increasingly reliant 
on information technology, with the advent of low-cost whole-genome sequencing revolu-
tionising the discovery of genetic causes of disorders. detailed phenotype data, combined 
with genomic data, have an enormous potential to accelerate the identification of clini-
cally actionable prognostic or therapeutic implications and to improve our understanding 
of Rd. The harmonisation of phenomics information, including disorders and phenotype 
traits that are stored in different contexts in a non-standardised way, is a cornerstone for 
producing sound data to foster research. Summary : hIPBI-Rd («harmonising phenomics 
information for a better interoperability in the rare disease field ») is a three-year project 
starting in 2016 funded via the E-Rare 3 ERA-nET. This project builds on three resourc-
es largely adopted by the Rd community: Orphanet, its ontology ORdO (the Orphanet 
Rare disease Ontology), hPO (the human Phenotype Ontology) and PhenoTips, with the 
support of outstanding bio-ontologies players, the European Bioinformatics Institute and 
the Garvan Institute. The project aims to provide the community with an integrated, Rd-
specific bioinformatics ecosystem that will harmonse the way phenomics information is 
stored in databases and patient files worldwide, and thereby contribute to interoperability. 
This ecosystem will consist of a suite of tools and ontologies, optimised to work together, 
made available through commonly used software repositories. Conclusion : The hIPBI-Rd 
ecosystem will contribute to the interpretation of variants identified through exome and 
full genome sequencing by harmonising the way phenotypic information is collected, thus 
improving diagnostics. The ultimate goal of hIPBI-Rd is to provide a resource that will con-
tribute to bridging genome-scale biology and a disease-centered view on human pathobi-
ology. Acknowledgements : This project has received funding in the scope of the E-Rare3 
ERA-nET mechanism for the years 2016-2019.
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a next GeneratIon SequenCInG approaCH 
For moleCular dIaGnoSIS oF prImarY 
ImmunodeFICIenCIeS 
ABSTRACT n° B009_2016 / nGS And undIAGnOSEd RARE dISEASES

Stephanie droz-Georget, Primary Immunodeficiencies, department of Immunology and 
Allergy, Lausanne university hospital, Switzerland Stefano Volpi, Primary Immunodeficien-
cies, department of Immunology and Allergy, Lausanne university hospital, Switzerland 
Fabio Candotti, Primary Immunodeficiencies, department of Immunology and Allergy, Lau-
sanne university hospital, Switzerland

Primary immunodeficiencies (PId) are a group of rare genetic diseases that can affect all 
arms of the immune system. heterogeneity in the severity, frequency and anatomical dis-
tribution of the symptoms highly contribute to the difficulty in clinical interpretation. In-
deed, clinical presentations often vary within a specific disease and different diseases have 
overlapping features, challenging the establishment of a clear diagnosis and potentially 
delaying access to appropriate treatments. To meet the need for molecular diagnosis, we 
have designed a blueprint to identify variants associated with undiagnosed phenotypes, by 
combining high throughput technology to scientific knowledge and deep clinical assess-
ment of PId patients. We used next generation sequencing to screen dnA from peripheral 
blood samples harvested from individuals presenting with clinical features of PIds. Pa-
tient’s specific libraries were created from a unique panel of 361 candidate genes involved 
in pathways for disorders of the immune system, based both on scientific and clinical 
knowledge. The primer pools design allowed to target 5477 specific amplicons and was 
highly customized to allow the coverage of 97% of targeted exons. Bar-coded libraries 
were pooled, amplified using the emulsion-PCR based technology and templates were 
sequenced with the semi-conductor Ion PGM instrument. More than 1 million reads per 
patient were analysed with dedicated softwares in a two-step approach involving: 1.- an-
notation of genetic variants, in terms of SnPs and Indels, shared between patients family 
members and 2.- assessment of their biological impact by applying appropriate filters to 
reveal their potential functional role in the targeted protein. This strategy will help associ-
ating clinical relevant variants to precise clinical features. We expect this strategy to yield 
confirmation of known genetic etiologies in patients with atypical clinical phenotypes, as 
well as identification of new key molecules involved in mechanisms causing PIds and, ulti-
mately, point the way towards new therapeutic targets.
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a GenetIC approaCH to Complement neWBorn 
SCreenInG For aCtIonaBle GenetIC CondItIonS
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newborn screening is a public health program for the detection, diagnosis, and interven-
tion of genetic disorders that may otherwise produce serious clinical consequences. In the 
last years, tandem mass spectrometry allowed for expanded programs in most developed 
countries. While the sensitivity and specificity of the method can be up to 99% for meta-
bolic disorders, they are lower for cystic fibrosis or hypothyroidism. Thus, new challenges 
are reducing false positives and avoiding false negatives by using fast and appropriate 
second-tier tests. In order to shorten diagnosis time and provide genetic diagnosis and 
counseling, we are evaluating the use of next generation sequencing as second-tier test. 
Methods: We use dried blood spot from newborns with positive results in the newborn 
screening from Spain to isolate dnA and subject it to nGS library preparation. We have 
developed a panel of 71 known genes commonly affected in the disorders detected by 
this programs. A bioinformatic pipeline has been designed to identify genetic variants that 
may be disease causing. We have retrospectively analyzed ~100 samples to establish the 
sensitivity and specificity. In a second phase, we will prospectively analyze positive hits from 
the screening in real time and will assess the turnaround time and the cost-effectiveness. In 
all cases, we generate a report with the genetic variants identified and classified according 
to the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics guidelines. Results: Samples in 
the retrospective phase have been sequenced. Preliminary results show high specificity and 
sensitivity. Two candidate variants were identified in 88% of the 100 retrospective samples 
and in 7%, 1 candidate variant was found. In samples where previous genetic diagnosis 
was available (n=16), 100% concordance was found. These values will have to be con-
firmed by analyzing the entire retrospective series. We have currently enrolled 2 screening 
centers for the prospective phase. Conclusion: We have successfully developed an nGS 
panel that allows a sensitive and specific genetic diagnosis of diseases included in newborn 
screening in Spain. Our preliminary data shows that genetic testing could be a valid and 
useful strategy to bypass confirmatory biochemical tests. This could lead to a faster and 
more accurate diagnosis which will help provide faster treatment to patients.
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Introduction: Williams-Beuren Syndrome (WBS) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder 
caused by a heterozygous deletion of 26-28 genes on chromosome band 7q11.23. Pa-
tients display a characteristic cognitive and behavioral profile including intellectual dis-
ability, increased general anxiety, overfriendly personality and visuospatial deficits. The 
complete deletion (Cd) mouse model carries the same deletion found in WBS patients and 
it recapitulates most of the neurocognitive phenotype, including low levels of Bdnf and 
alterations in the PI3K signaling in hippocampus, particularly dysregulation of the regula-
tory subunit of PI3K (Pik3r1). Therefore, it is a useful tool to evaluate novel therapeutic 
approaches. Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is the major polyphenolic compound found in 
green tea. It is associated with various neurological benefits, including cognitive improve-
ment. Although the exact mechanism is unknown, it has been related to the PI3K signaling 
pathway. In addition, EGCG treatment in a mouse model of down syndrome restored ab-
normal levels of Bdnf, an important synaptic plasticity marker. Objective: We hypothesized 
that EGCG treatment could improve the neurocognitive deficits observed in these mice. 
Animals were fed either with EGCG or water during one month. We compared the effect 
of these diets using some behavioral tests, RnA expression studies and neuroarchitecture 
analysis in hippocampus. Results: Although mRnA levels of Pi3kr1 were not normalized, 
levels of Bdnf in hippocampus of Cd mice were completely restored after the treatment. 
however, Cd mice fed with EGCG presented the same behavioral alterations than control 
Cd mice, including hypersociability, abnormal levels of anxiety-like behavior and impaired 
working memory. In addition, neuroanatomical findings such as alteration in spine density 
and dendrite length of hippocampal CA1 neurons were not normalized after the treat-
ment. discussion: Although EGCG was able to normalize the levels of Bdnf in Cd mice, 
we could not appreciate any effect on behavioral or neuroanatomical aspects. This could 
be due to: 1) duration of the treatment or the behavioral tests used was not appropriate, 
or 2) The alterations seen in Cd mice are not exclusively dependent on normalization of 
mRnA levels of Bdnf and other mechanisms might be involved. Therefore, further analyses 
are needed to determine the specific effect of EGCG on WBS.
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Kindler Syndrome (KS) (OMIM 173650) is an autosomal recessive skin disorder caused by 
mutations in FERMT 1 and characterized by skin blistering, photosensitivity, premature ag-
ing and skin cancer predisposition. however, the known functions of FERMT1, involved in 
cell adhesion, do not suffice to fully understand the pleiotropic nature and clinical variability 
of this genodermatosis. Oxidative stress and mitochondrial disfunction have been recently 
related to this disease by our group. The complexity underlying this pathology pushes up 
the development of new tools in order to deeply understand Kindler Syndrome, for this 
reason our group has developed a skin humanized mouse model that fully recapitulates 
the histological phenotype of KS patients and we have also performed expression analysis 
arrays that allow the screening of the potential genes that are altered in KS keratinocytes 
and get a further understanding about the pathogenesis of the disease.

sguerrer@ing.uc3m.es
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lands 2. university of Groningen, university Medical Centre Groningen, Beatrix Children’s 
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Phelan-Mcdermid syndrome (PMS) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder caused by a 
22q13.3 deletion. Patients have a moderate to severe developmental delay, often accom-
panied by behavioural problems. An exploratory study by Schmidt et al. in 2009, suggested 
a beneficial effect of intranasal insulin on development and behaviour in six children with 
PMS. From March 2013 to June 2015, we conducted a randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial in 25 children with PMS to validate this possible positive effect. Setting 
up a clinical trial for this rare chromosomal disorder was challenging, but also rewarding 
for various reasons. First of all, the biological effects and local distribution of intranasal 
insulin were not yet known so we had to rely on previous studies in animal models and 
patients with other disorders. Secondly, at the preparations of the trial, dutch patients with 
a 22q13.3 deletion were scattered across the country and only few patients had been diag-
nosed at our department, so a recruitment strategy had to be developed. Thirdly, we had 
to choose a study design that would be able to both allow all patients to benefit from the 
potential treatment and simultaneously detect effects in a small study group. Fortunately, 
our efforts and strategies have resulted in a good collaboration between dutch depart-
ments of clinical genetics, an excellent relation with and commitment from our parents 
and a growing number of new referrals to our centre. Moreover, this has contributed to 
an increased knowledge about this rare disorder and has lead to new research projects. 
The results of our clinical trial show a promising and clinically relevant improvement of 
developmental functioning with intranasal insulin, but results did not reach statistical sig-
nificance for most items in this small study group. We would like to share our experiences 
in setting up a clinical trial for a rare genetic disorder as PMS. We will also discuss the role 
of the clinical geneticist and project group in this process, and the importance of staying 
connected with parents.
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Less than 100 orphan drugs are available in Europe in 2016, for more than 7000 rare 
diseases. despite the implementation of incentives and the involvement of research teams 
and health industries in rare diseases, the number of therapeutics available for patients re-
mains inadequate. Furthermore, these incentives remain unfamiliar in the academic sector 
while it is often at the origin of the proof of concept and the creation of start-ups or SMEs. 
The development of orphan drugs remains a challenge, the barrier of the therapeutic eval-
uation being one of the main difficulties to overcome. Specific constraints of rare diseases 
(small number of patients, heterogeneity of patients, etiology poorly documented, lack of 
previous clinical trials …) are added to the usual constraints of clinical trials. Orphandev 
is a unique academic structure in France and in Europe completely dedicated to rare dis-
eases, able to support health industries, researchers and physicians in the elaboration and 
the conduction of clinical trials. Created in 2009, this platform is labeled by FCRIn (French 
Clinical Research Infrastructure network) since 2012, the French component of ECRIn. Or-
phandev offers a set of custom services, adapted to the issues of each project. • Regulatory 
support for orphan designation applications and protocol assistance, an important step in 
the development of drug candidates, bringing them to the clinic in the best conditions. 
• Recruitment of patients in clinical trials is a key point and represents a real challenge in 
rare diseases. Orphandev, after an analysis of the constraints and objectives of the clinical 
trial, offers a global recruitment strategy of the patients to anticipate and overcome this 
difficulty (choice of inclusion criteria, constraints of study, methodological choices, early in-
volvement of patients’ organizations…). We develop communication tools and prescreen-
ing tools to decrease the screen-failure and optimize the recruitment. • Orphandev also 
proposes information tools (newsletters, « Orphandoc » educational sheet), and organizes 
training courses: - « Orphan drug & Rare disease Seminar », a European meeting destined 
to health professionals, - « Explain-me clinical trials », aiming to better understand the 
development of drugs, especially the clinical trials, destined to representatives of patients’ 
organizations with rare and chronic diseases.
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Introduction Chronic non bacterial Osteitis (CRMO) (OMIM-259680), a rare disease of au-
toinflammatory spectrum of the bone marrow of unknown etiology. The term autoinflam-
matory syndrome was introduced by Kastner to include disorders that did not fit into clas-
sical groups of immune diseases. The main difference with autoimmune diseases is that 
neither auto antigens nor autoantibodies are involved. Objective 1. Elucidation of Iyer et al 
criteria with radiographic and immunohematological diagnosis as for CRMO case . 2. Im-
munomapping status of gene loci Chromosome 18q21.3 and pstspip2 mutation in CRMO 
murine model . Methodology Study design: A longitudinal case study with conversion to a 
double blinded Randomized control trial Study setting: Multicentric trial with Trivandrum 
Medical College & Advanced Centre for Training education and Research on Cancer, Tata 
Memorial Centre . Study period: 5 year period ( 2011 - ongoing ) Patient registry : Patient 
registered with EuROFEVER Project & E-RARE - Pediatric International Trial Organization 
(PRInTO) . Result The female child of 9 as per Iyer et al criteria for CRMO gave bone biopsy 
revealing chronic inflammatory infiltrate with predominant monocytes gave sterile culture 
and negative mycobacterial-RT-PCR . Right-shoulder PdFS & T2WI MRI shows hypointense 
rim was suggestive of sclerosis with contrast enhancement suggestive of subperiosteal in-
fection. negative hLA-B27, negative AnA-profile for screening of autoimmune disorders, 
negative CRP and ESR showed elevation. EQ5d-5L( European Quality of Life ) index value as 
generic health outcome assessment is 0.722. Transgenic CRMO Murine Model The mouse 
Lupo (I282n) mutation in PSTPIP2 gene leads to reduced expression of PSTPIP2 associated 
with a macrophage-mediated disease CRMO. data pooling allowed to map PSTPIP2 muta-
tion & crmo mice having high levels of macrophage inflammatory protein 1-α and IL-6. In 
CRMO monocytes the effect of attenuated TLR4/MAPK signalling & IL-10 polymorphism 
with reduced Sp1 recruitment & attenuated h3S10 phosphorylation contributes to central 
pathophysiology. TPMT assay is withheld considering financial condition of patient. Treat-
ment protocol with anti-TnFα inhibitors & immunomodulatory therapy is initiated for se-
vere disease with low heath outcome. Immunomapping of Ch.18q21.3, an assessment of 
1L10, TnFα, IL-1β, and, TnSALP gene mutation (metabolic defect with hypophosphatasia 
involving the nLRP3 inflammasome) were evidence based optional cytogentic tests Gene 
Marker : next generation sequencing technique with d18S60 marker of rare alle. Conclu-
sion Iyer et al criteria sufficiently can aid in starting Immunomodulatory therapy for CRMO, 
after gene sequencing and immunohematological studies with suceptability gene loci of 
Chromosome 18q21.3 . Murine model do suggest association of PSTPSI2 mutation but 
was found unrelated in human CRMO subject.
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disease models are essential to understand the molecular mechanisms that drive patho-
genesis and enable the development of novel therapies. In particular, cell reprogramming 
offers a valuable tool to develop patient-specific disease models that after subsequent dif-
ferentiation into the cell type of interest, allows the study of diseases that were previously 
inaccessible. In this work we describe two different strategies to develop in vitro disease 
models of type 1 primary hyperoxaluria (Ph1) by cell reprogramming, one generating pa-
tientspecific induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and a second one by direct transdiffer-
entiation. In particular we show the generation and characterization of the first iPSC lines 
derived from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and dermal fibroblasts of a Ph1 
patient homozygous for the p.I244T mutation, which is highly prevalent in Canary Islands 
due to founder effect. On the other hand, direct reprogramming has been described as a 
potential source for the generation of hepatocytes from non-hepatic cell sources. We have 
developed a system to obtain hepatocyte-like cells from human fibroblasts using hepato-
cyte specific transcription factors and a hepatocyte defined culture media. We have applied 
this procedure to Ph1 fibroblasts and we have obtained Ph1 deficient cells expressing he-
patocyte markers. Cells obtained from either strategy are being used to develop an E-Rare 
3 funded project (ERAdicatPh) which aims the generation of disease models for Ph1 that 
allow the development of synergistic novel therapeutic approaches.
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CdG are a rapidly growing family of rare genetic life-limiting diseases with about 70 and 
110 types identified since the first clinical description in 1980. despite the rapid expansion 
of our understanding of the genome, regulatory incentives, and advances in the develop-
ment of new therapeutic modalities for most CdG types, there are still no treatment op-
tions for the disease. Consequently, children and adults are patients for life. This unique 
and innovative study aims to elicit the expert views of patients, families and practitioners to 
explore, and gain an understanding of, the main needs of the CdG community. Solutions 
to overcome these needs are also discussed. The study resorts to a think tank methodol-
ogy used, for the first time with the CdG community, at the Second World Conference on 
CdG in Lyon, France, in August 2015. This study revealed that some of the most common 
unmet needs faced by CdG are: (1) late or missed diagnosis; (2) limited access to reliable 
information; (3) limited awareness of professionals and lack of access to specialist expertise 
and knowledge; (3) differences in the availability to diagnostic techniques across countries; 
(4) differences on the care delivered within and between countries and (5) psychological 
distress. The study highlights the need to coordinate resources and deliver information and 
care in a patient-friendly manner. Online platforms were proposed as beneficial for CdG. 
Overall, these findings help delineate the factors impacting negatively on the development 
of one of the most urgent needs expressed by CdG families: a medication that could bring 
hope for children and adults with CdG. Our findings have important policy and practice 
implications. It is recommended that clinicians and policy decision-makers place greater 
emphasis on the wide range of needs experienced by the CdG community and the solu-
tions proposed by this population to overcome them.
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Glycosylation is the creation of antennas formed by sugars (glycans) to proteins and oth-
ers glycoconjugates.Congenital disorders of Glycosylation (CdG) are a group of serious 
life- altering disorders caused by the incorrect or absence synthesis of sugar antennas 
(glycans). Glycosylation of cell surface proteins has a key role in all interactions between 
cells and between cells and their environment. Since the immune response lays on innu-
merable contacts between cells and molecules, there is a great probability that glycans or 
glycopeptides may have a significant role in a variety of more common diseases like can-
cer, inflammation, Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes, and so forth. The immune deficiency 
aspects of CdG still remains unknown. CdG has a childhood mortality of 15-25% in the 
first two years of life due to severe infections or organ failure. under the scope of the first 
worldwide established CdG Professionals and Patient Associations Working Group (CdG-
PPAWG), our current research project aims at (1) boosting patient centered CdG research, 
(2) uniting expertise from and liaising different laboratories and patient advocacy groups 
to increase knowledge in the field of glycoimmunology for CdG and related human gly-
cosylation diseases and (3) collecting through literature review using Pubmed as source of 
information the existing clinical evidence about the impairment of the immune response 
reported in Congenital disorders of Glycosylation (CdG). Our results show that immu-
nological dysfunction is a minor or a major part of the phenotype in a minority of CdG. 
CdG with major immunological involvement are ALG12-CdG, MAGT1-CdG, MOGS-CdG, 
SLC35C1-CdG, COG6-CdG and PGM3-CdG. Overall, our results about the immunological 
aspects of CdG, will help us to understand and treat these pathologies and other more 
common diseases.
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Megalencephalic leukoencephalopathy with subcortical cysts (MLC) is a rare leukodystro-
phy, which is caused by mutations in the gene encoding the glia/astrocyte specific MLC1 
molecule, an integral plasma membrane (PM) protein, or the adhesion molecule, Glial-
CAM. Although the exact function of MLC1 remains unknown, it has been postulated to 
be involved in cellular/endosomal ion homeostasis and cell-volume regulation. In this study 
we investigated membrane trafficking and ubiquitination of the wild-type MLC1 and its 
disease associated mutations in relation to GlialCAM at multiple cellular locations, using 
heLa and u251n glial cells as heterologous expression systems. unexpectedly, we found 
that GlialCAM association with both native and mutant MLC1 can enhance the forward 
trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). This was attributed to the permissive role 
of GlialCAM in MLC1 biosynthetic maturation at the ER. depletion of GlialCAM expres-
sion induced rapid degradation of MLC1 in the ER via the ubiquitin proteasome system, 
providing a plausible explanation for the MLC1 cellular phenotype in GlialCAM deficiency. 
At the PM, GlialCAM restricts the lateral diffusion of WT and mutant MLC1, without in-
fluencing the preferential ubiquitination and rapid ESCRT -dependent turnover of mutant 
MLC1s. We show that the non-native MLC1 represents a substrate for ChIP and ubr1 
dependent ubiquitination in concert with molecular chaperone recognition. depletion of 
ChIP was able to partially revert the rapid lysosomal targeting of MLC mutants. The loss 
in ubr1 expression was also accompanied by reduction of mutant MLC1 ubiquitination at 
the PM/endosomes, hence decreasing the consequential lysosomal targeting. The ubr1 
role in the peripheral quality control of MLC1 is supported by its endosomal localization, 
demonstrated by immunocolocalization. These observations, jointly, demonstrate novel in-
sights into the molecular regulation of MLC1 trafficking. The adhesion molecule GlialCAM 
first positively regulates MLC1 biosynthetic secretion by enhancing its escape from the ER 
QC, followed by restricting its diffusion at the plasma membrane to subdomains, where 
peripheral protein quality control removed non-native MLC1 relying on ChIP and ubr1 E3 
ubiquitin ligases activity.
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Autism spectrum disorders (ASd) is known in patients younger than 3 years. The most 
important signs of these diseases: impairment in social interactions and verbal and nonver-
bal behaviors, Failure to develop Relationships and respond to normal teaching methods, 
repetitive behaviors, pragmatic language impairment and severely limited activities. ASd is 
kind of neurodevelopmental disorders. diseases such Asperger’s syndrome, Rett syndrome, 
Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (Pdd-nOS) or, Childhood dis-
integrative disorder (Cdd), Tourette syndrome and down Syndrome diagnosis by autistic 
behaviors. A mitochondrial haplogroup is a cluster of phylogenetically related mitochon-
drial genotypes (haplotypes). These haplogroups are defined by ancient mutations. These 
changes appeared and survived; therefore, they could not be deleterious mutations. Most 
of them probably did not have a phenotypic effect and were neutral. Some of them had 
a beneficial effect and were positively selected. however, this positive effect was related 
to a particular environment and nowadays, in other environmental conditions, may have 
different effects on the phenotype. To investigate the involvement of mitochondrial dnA 
(mtdnA) haplogroups in determining susceptibility to ASd, we sequenced the mtdnA 
hVS-I of 30 Iranian ASd patients. We examined the relationship between ASd and each of 
9 major mitochondrial haplogroups in Iranian ASd patients. In this study we found a signif-
icant association of haplogroup h with ASd in Iranian patients so our finding suggests that 
mitochondrial genetic background plays a role in modifying an individual’s risk for ASd.
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hereditary neurodegenerative and neuromuscular disorders represent a large group of dis-
eases heterogenic in terms of transmission, molecular aetiology and phenotype. Although 
rare, they are also characterized by diverse frequencies in different populations. The study 
concerns disorders caused by dynamic mutations: several types of spinocerebellar ataxias 
(SCAs), huntington’s disease (hd) and muscular dystrophies type 1 and type 2 (dM1 and 
dM2) and congenital Thomsen/Becker myotonia (CM) resulting from point mutations and 
microrearrangements. The aim was to assess the relative prevalence of some rare heredi-
tary movement disorders molecularly confirmed in Poland. during 20 years of the molecu-
lar investigation 2317 mutation carriers belonging to 1452 pedigrees were identified in 
4276 patients suspected of hd or at risk individuals. Testing for SCAs resulting from dy-
namic mutations revealed pathogenic expansions in 632 subjects amongst 3102 individu-
als. Identified SCA mutations carriers belong to: 200 SCA1, 38 SCA2, 1 SCA3 (of German 
origin), 2 SCA7, 51 SCA8, 3 SCA17 and 7 SCA36 pedigrees. The Institute of Psychiatry 
and neurology is involved in cooperation with the Polish hd Association and Association 
of Families with Spinocerebellar Ataxia. Over 10 years of molecular analyses for myotonic 
dystrophies type 1 and type 2 performed in 1370 individuals resulted in identification of 
278 dM1 pedigrees with 476 mutation carriers, and 203 dM2 pedigrees with 276 mu-
tation positive subjects. The latest molecular investigation on CM - corresponding with 
testing for dMs - has been carried so far for 80 probands with dM1 and dM2 previously 
excluded. The preliminary data obtained for 8 patients revealed 5 heterozygotic and 2 ho-
mozygotic deletions (14 bp c.1437_1450) within the 13 exon of the CLCn1 gene, and in 
one subject the same heterozygotic deletion in the 13 exon and two point mutations in the 
exon 5 c.[568G>T; 569G>C] were found. The clinical diagnosis of CM has been confirmed 
up till now for 3 patients: two cases of recessive Becker myotonia and one patient with 
dominant Thomsen myotonia. Contrary to the highest worldwide SCA3 frequency, SCA1 
is the commonest genetic type of SCA in Poland with relative frequency of 66% (among 
all genetically confirmed SCAs). The tentative data of congenital myotonia investigation 
revealed presence of relatively frequent (10%) recurrent deletion within the 13 exon of 
the CLCn1 gene.
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Inhibition of rRnA synthesis and consequent disruption of nucleolar integrity - nucleolar 
stress - is an emerging mechanism in neurodegenerative disorders, including huntington´s 
disease (hd). The expansion of CAG repeats in the mutant huntingtin protein impairs, 
among other fundamental cellular functions, the transcription of rRnA genes causing nu-
cleolar stress. To dissect its contribution to the onset and progression of hd, we mimicked 
for the first time nucleolar stress in striatal medium spiny neurons (MSns) in mutant mice. 
This was achieved by conditional ablation of the nucleolar transcription factor TIF-IA gene, 
crucial for the recruitment of the RnA polymerase I to the rRnA promoters. By this strategy 
we could specifically induce nucleolar stress-dependent responses showing that is triggers 
pathophysiological and molecular similarities with hd. These results suggested an impor-
tant role of nucleolar stress in hd. hence we performed a systematic analysis of nucleolar 
activity and integrity in cell and mouse models of hd at different stages and in different 
brain regions to establish whether nucleolar activity is a marker of disease progression. To 
this end we optimized molecular and histological methods to measure nucleolar activity 
in distinct cells and in tissue sections. In parallel, to dissect the function of nucleolar stress 
in disease progression, we induced nucleolar stress in a slowly progressive mouse model 
of hd and investigated its impact on neuropathology at early stages. Concomitantly, we 
showed that the phosphatase PTEn is upregulated upon nucleolar stress and in a cellular 
model of hd expressing mutant huntingtin, playing a potential neuroprotective role. The 
results allow to better understand mechanisms of hd and indicate a novel approach to 
identify disease modifiers linked to altered nucleolar activity also in other disorders.
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Allan-herndon-dudley syndrome (AhdS) represents a rare form of psychomotor retarda-
tion characterized by severe intellectual deficits, pronounced neuromuscular impairments 
and abnormal thyroid hormone (Th) concentrations in the circulation. This syndrome is 
caused by inactivating mutations in the X-linked SLC16A2 gene that encodes the mono-
carboxylate transporter 8 (MCT8), a highly specific Th transporter. Since Th is essential for 
proper brain development, MCT8 deficiency leads to insufficient neural Th supply and, 
consequently, to abnormal neural differentiation. however, up to date the exact patho-
genic mechanisms underlying AhdS remain largely unknown. Worse still, there is currently 
no treatment for AhdS patients. We have recently established a mouse model for AhdS 
namely the ‘Mct8/Oatp1c1 dko mice’ that fully replicates both the endocrinel abnormali-
ties and neurological phenotypes of the patients. By taking advantage of these mice, two 
Th analogs, Triac and ditpa, both of which are not transported by MCT8 but are able 
to activate Th receptors, were tested to evaluate their therapeutic potential for treating 
AhdS patients. Animal were injected with these substances during the first three postnatal 
weeks and neurodevelopment was followed by immunohistochemistry and by performing 
locomotor tests. In addition, thyroidal state of peripheral tissues was analysed in order to 
assess any thyrotoxic side effects of this treatment. Our data provided experimental evi-
dence that postnatal application of Triac (400 ng/g bw) was sufficient to normalize three 
key processes that are compromised in AhdS patients and in Mct8/Oatp1c1 dko mice: (i) 
cerebellar development, (ii) myelination and (iii) differentiation of GABAergic interneurons 
in the cerebral cortex. Moreover, only Mct8/Oatp1c1 dko mice treated with Triac displayed 
normal locomotor function while ditpa treatment was less effective. Finally, Triac treat-
ment efficiently suppressed endogenous Th production by downregulating hypothalamic 
TRh and pituitary TSh expression. Overall, our data suggest that Triac may represent a 
promising therapeutic option for patients with MCT8 mutations particularly if treatment is 
initiated early in life. This work was conducted as part of the E-RARE project ThYROnERVE 
and funded by the BMBF.
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GeneratIon oF IpSC modelS to StudY 
tHe neurodeVelopmental dISorderS CauSed
BY reCIproCal 7q11.23 rearranGementS: 
WIllIamS-Beuren SYndrome and autISm 
SpeCtrum dISorderS.
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The main limitation in the study of human neurodevelopmental diseases is the inability to 
analyze the brain in detail, the organ directly involved. despite knowing the genetic cause 
of many diseases with neurological dysfunction, it is difficult to study the mechanisms 
whose alterations cause abnormal brain function, and therefore the pathogenesis of the 
disease. This lack of knowledge limits the possibilities for diagnosis, prevention and treat-
ment for these diseases. The recent research advances in induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPSC) have opened new perspectives for modeling human disease “in vivo” generating 
patient-specific iPSCs and differentiating them into the cell type of interest, neural pro-
genitors in the case of neurodevelopmental disorders. Williams-Beuren Syndrome (WBS) 
and Autism Spectrum disorder (ASd) are two neurodevelopmental diseases with opposite 
phenotypic features in the areas of communication and sociability. WBS is caused by a 
hemizygous deletion of 26-28 contiguous genes in the region 7q11.23 while the reciprocal 
duplication of the same locus causes a syndrome commonly associated with ASd. Initially, 
we generated iPSC cells from those reciprocal genetic models from skin fibroblast of 2 
patients with 7q11.23 deletion and 2 patients with 7q11.23 duplication. next, we derived 
these iPSCs to neural progenitor cells (nPC) and differentiated them to dopaminergic neu-
rons, using a serum-free neuronal induction medium. We evaluated the efficiency of the 
neuronal differentiation process by quantitative RT-PCR analyses (panel including nurr1, 
Th and FOXA2 expression) and qualitative immunocytochemistry studies using neuronal 
markers (Th, TuJ1 y FOXA2). Phenotypic evaluation of dopaminergic differentiation pro-
cess followed by time-lapse microscopy pointed up some divergences between models, 
including the number and the morphology of neuron-interactions. Transcriptional analyses 
(GeneChip® human Gene 2.0 ST Array) of the entire differentiation process were car-
ried out in order to understand the pathophysiology of such genetic diseases, and also to 
determine appropriate therapeutic targets and biomarkers. Currently, we are generating 
iPSCs from 4 additional patients to replicate the initial results, and to determine the model 
specificity of the alterations observed. As a final point, all these generated models will be 
used as an “in vivo” cellular model to test new therapeutic strategies.
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druG reSIStant epIlepSY In a YounG male WItH 
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The 22q11 region is susceptible to chromosomal rearrangements, leading to various types 
of congenital malformation and intellectual disability. Several genomic disorders have been 
described, including Cat Eye syndrome (CES) caused by extra copies of the most proximal 
region, diGeorge/Velocardiofacial Syndrome due to deletion of 22q11.21, 22q11.2 dupli-
cation syndrome and distal 22q11.2 microdeletion/microduplication syndrome. We present 
a clinical observation of a 28 yrs old male with a tetrasomy of the region q11.1q11.21 of 
the chromosome 22, corresponding to the CES region. Methods The patient was evalu-
ated with clinical,neurophysiological and neuroradiological instruments Laboratory studies 
included array-CGh, conventional cytogenetic and FISh analysis. Results M, 29 years old, 
born from non consanguineous parents after a normal pregnancy. Weight at birth: 3350g. 
At birth a cardiac total anomalous pulmonary venous connection was diagnosed and a 
surgical correction has been applied. developmental milestones severe delayed: first steps 
without help after 3 years, no development of language . A nasal fistula was corrected 
surgically during infancy. Since two years the patients developed daily atypical seizures, 
characterized by loss of contact and motor stereotypies, which are refractory to treat-
ment. Seizures become more and more frequent with ageing (up to one/two episodes a 
day). Clinical examination: turricephaly, spastic tetraparesis more marked on the right side. 
MRI brain: thinning of the corpus callosum, hypomielination of the oval centers. 24 hours 
EEG: spikes and polispikes and wave more marked on the left side during sleep. Cognitive 
phenotype: severe learning disabilities and specific language impairment. IQ at WAIS was 
undetectable for severity. Behavioural phenotype: presence of ritualistic and stereotyped 
behaviours, letargy and lack of ocular contact. Array-CGh detected the tetrasomy of about 
1,55 Mb on chromosome 22q11.1q11.21, due to the presence of a bisatellited small di-
centric supernumerary chromosome, as demonstrated by kariotype and FISh analysis. Con-
cliusion Although seizure characterization is lacking in CES, in the present case, epilepsy 
emerged as a main disturbance in the clinical picture of CES.
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a neW GeneratIon oF potent tranStHYretIn 
amYloId InHIBItorS
ABSTRACT n° E013_2016 / nEuROLOGICAL dISEASES

Carlos J. V. Simões(1), Zaida L. Almeida(2), Bruno nascimento(2,3), Bruno L. Victor(1), Ana 
L. Cardoso(2), Maria R. Almeida(4), Maria J. Saraiva(4), Teresa M. V. d. Pinho e Melo(2) and 
Rui M. M. Brito(2,3) (1) BSIM² – drug discovery, Parque Tecnológico de Cantanhede, 3060-
197 Cantanhede, Portugal (2) Centro de Química de Coimbra and Chemistry department, 
university of Coimbra, 3004-535 Coimbra, Portugal (3) Center for neuroscience and Cell 
Biology, university of Coimbra, 3004-504 Coimbra, Portugal (4) Institute for Molecular and 
Cell Biology, university of Porto, 4150-180 Porto, Portugal

The aggregation of proteins into insoluble amyloid fibrils is the hallmark of many, high-
ly debilitating, human pathologies such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, or rare 
neurodegenerative diseases like Familial Amyloid Polyneuropathy (FAP). FAP is an amy-
loid disease caused by mutations in the protein transthyretin (TTR) and characterized by 
progressive peripheral and autonomic polyneuropathy, starting with loss of temperature 
and pain sensation on the lower limbs and evolving to severe autonomic dysfunction, 
usually resulting, if untreated, in the death of patients 10 to 15 years after the onset of 
the first symptoms. TTR is a homotetrameric protein found in the plasma, cerebral-spinal 
fluid and the eye and synthesiszed in the liver, choroid plexus and retina, respectively. Liver 
transplantation (LT) was the standard treatment option for FAP for nearly two decades. In 
recent years, tafamidis meglumine was introduced in the European and Japanese markets, 
demonstrating improvement of symptoms in approximately 60% of FAP patients enrolled 
in an 18-month phase-III clinical trial. The need for more efficacious solutions to the treat-
ment of FAP, and principally of non-responsive FAP patients, as well as, the need to provide 
therapeutic solutions for FAP associated co-morbidities of the central nervous system (CnS) 
and the eye, and other TTR-associated amyloidoses, is of the utmost importance. here, we 
report on successful efforts to discover new chemical entities (nCEs) with high amyloid 
inhibitor profiles in vitro and high TTR stabilization activity ex vivo, in particular, in plasma 
of carriers of the most common amyloidogenic TTR mutation.

BRITO@CI.uC.PT
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tHe poWer oF SoCIal medIa For KarYotYpe-
pHenotYpe analYSIS oF rare CHromoSome 
dISorderS 
ABSTRACT n° F003_2016 / PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Conny van Ravenswaaij-Arts1, Barbara Frentz1, Aafke Engwerda1, Pauline Bouman2, Tri-
jnie dijkhuizen1, Richard Sinke1, Edith Adriaanse1, Wilhelmina S. Kerstjens-Frederikse1, 
Morris Swertz1 1university of Groningen, university Medical Centre Groningen, depart-
ment of Genetics, Groningen, The netherlands; 2Facebook contact parent, Chromosome 
6 Facebook group, utrecht, The netherlands c.m.a.van.ravenswaaij@umcg.nl

This presentation is the direct result of a study that was performed on request of a Face-
book Group of parents of children with a chromosome 6 disorder. The successful use of 
social media in this study demonstrates how eager parents are to give and receive informa-
tion about the condition of their child. In our study we initially focused on isolated 6q dele-
tions. Through social media including Facebook and Twitter, we were able to collect within 
a short period of time more and more detailed information then available in literature. This 
allowed for a better description of the three main groups of 6q deletions: proximal (6q11-
q16), intermediate (6q15-q25), and distal (6q25-qter). Moreover, smaller deletions could 
be further characterised and smallest regions of interest defined. For example a noonan-
like phenotype could be assigned to deletions 6q25.1. All patients with deletions of this re-
gion had a highly resembling appearance and shared many clinical features, including short 
stature and heart defects, predominantly involving the cardiac valves. A detailed analysis of 
all 6q data allowed the confirmation or identification of candidate genes for specific fea-
tures, e.g. congenital heart defects. The results of our social media pilot, prompted us to 
initiate the development of an interactive online database system based on the intelligent 
collection, combining and presentation of information for chromosome 6, in collaboration 
with the Chromosome 6 Facebook Group, unique, ECARuCA and Cartagenia. The online 
database system will consist of a multilingual patient questionnaire that is currently being 
validated, an automated data interpretation program, for which the prototype is ready, a 
program that allows to combine the database information with data available form other 
sources, and an interactive query and information program suitable for families, primary 
care-takers and professionals. Eventually, the system can be applied to all chromosome 
disorders.

c.m.a.van.ravenswaaij@umcg.nl
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teletHon FoundatIon FIGHtInG rare dISeaSeS 
alonGSIde patIentS
ABSTRACT n° F004_2016 / PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

danila Baldessari Fondazione Telethon, Piazza Cavour 1, 20121 Milan, Italy - dbaldessari@
telethon.it – www.telethon.it

The Telethon foundation is an Italian charity funding biomedical research towards the cure 
of rare genetic diseases (www.telethon.it). All its funding decisions are made by an interna-
tional scientific committee through a peer review-based selection system. After 25 years of 
activity, the results achieved by Telethon-funded research are globally acknowledged; the 
Foundation has placed itself among the main players in the world in the field of biomedical 
research for rare genetic diseases (hum Gene Ther. 2015 Apr;26(4):183-5). Telethon-fund-
ed research, tackling the challenge of genetic diseases from diagnosis to basic and clinical 
science, is constantly moving forward toward the development of therapies for an increas-
ing number of pathologies including metabolic, hematological and neuromuscular disor-
ders. The Telethon research portfolio includes intramural research led by the three Telethon 
Institutes TIGET (San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy, in Milan), TIGEM (Tele-
thon Institute of Genetics and Medicine, in Pozzuoli, naples) and dTI (dulbecco Telethon 
Institute, a career program) and extramural research, funded through several funding pro-
grams. Telethon participates in several national and international collaborations and alli-
ances, such as the european Rd-connect project, the International Rare diseases Research 
Consortium (IRdiRC), the European neuroMuscular Centre (EnMC), and coordinates the 
EuroBioBank network. The close relationship with many Patient organizations is at the 
basis of the Telethon strategic plan and has led, over the course of years, to the implemen-
tation of several initiatives: the Telethon-uildm Call for clinical neuromuscular research; 
the Telethon network of Genetic Biobanks (TnGB, http://biobanknetwork.telethon.it/); the 
Call for Exploratory Projects and the fledgling undiagnosed diseased Program. Moreover, 
to provide patients with information on research on their genetic diseases, Telethon joined 
Europe PubMed Central as a funder to offer open access to the results of the Telethon-
funded research, and has set up activities such as the “Filo diretto” and the network of the 
“Italian Patients Associations Friends of Telethon” and has promoted patient empower-
ment on research topics through the organization of several meetings.

npace@telethon.it
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deteCtaBle Clonal moSaICISm In Blood dna 
aS earlY marKer oF CanCer In FanConI anemIa 
patIentS 
ABSTRACT n° F005_2016 / PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Reina J (1,2,3), Pujol R (3,4), López-Sánchez M (1,2,5), Rodríguez-Santiago B (1,2,6), Aza-
Carmona M (3,4), Pérez-Jurado L.A (1,2,3,*), Surrallés J (3,4,*) 1 department of Experi-
mental & health Sciences, universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain 2 hospital del Mar 
Research Institute (FIMIM), Barcelona, Spain 3 Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red 
de Enfermedades Raras (CIBERER), Spain 4 department of Genetics and Microbiology, uni-
versitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra, Spain 5 Centre de Recerca en Epidemiologia 
Ambiental (CREAL), Barcelona, Spain 6 qGenomics Laboratory, Esplugues, Spain

Introduction. Mosaicism, the coexistence of cells with different genetic composition within 
an individual, has been associated with aging and cancer. Mosaicism for chromosomal 
events >500kb affecting ≥10% of cells can be detected using SnP array of dnA from 
whatever tissue. Fanconi anemia (FA) is a genetic disorder characterized by congenital 
defects, bone marrow (BM) failure and cancer susceptibility, caused by poor repairing of 
inter-strand dnA crosslinking (ICL). due to the high risk for hematological and mucosal 
cancers, a strict follow-up protocol is recommended including, among other exams, peri-
odic BM testing. We have studied the prevalence of clonal mosaicism in young FA patients 
blood dnA and whether mosaicism could be used as an early marker for cancer. Methods. 
Blood dnA samples of 129 FA patients (0-50yo), obtained for diagnostic purposes, were 
analyzed by SnP array (Illumina 1M or Infinium humanCore). Copy number and copy neu-
tral chromosomal mosaic events were detected with the MAd software and experimentally 
validated by microsatellite and MLPA analyses. dnA from an anal squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) sample from one FA patient was also studied. Results. We detected 45 mosaic events 
in blood of 14/129 FA patients (10.8%), and validated 94.7% of them by microsatellite 
and/or MLPA analysis. Compared to 11944 age-matched controls, FA subjects under 18yo 
had a 220X rate while young adults (18-50yo) had a 109X rate of detectable mosaicism 
(4.39%/0.02% p=2,2x10-7 and 29.4%/0.27%, p=4.1x10-17). Considering events, there 
was a 243X increase in FA patients, with an average of 0.34 mosaic events/patient and 
0.0014 events/control. The risk of developing cancer 0-10 years after dnA extraction was 
5.2X increased in FA patients with mosaicism with respect to FA patients without mosa-
icism (85.7%/16.5%, p=5,7x10-7). An uniparental disomy of 6p was detected both in 
blood and the SCC of FA013 diagnosed 10y after, suggesting an early embryonic origin 
of the mosaicism. Conclusions. We have shown that SnP arrays can detect mosaicism for 
chromosomal rearrangements in an important proportion of FA patients, and that mosa-
icism detection is associated with higher risk of hematological and solid cancer. Although 
further studies are required to establish the sensitivity and specificity of the method, detec-
tion of clonal mosaicism in SnP arrays from blood (and/or buccal) dnA could be used as 
early markers for cancer risk in these chromosomal instability disorders.

judith.reina@upf.edu
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neW proJeCt For a Cure: 
a duCHenne parent StrateGY
ABSTRACT n° F008_2016 / PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

Mónica Fernández-Moret1, Belén Carnero1, Alejandra Perera1, Silvia Ávila1, Marisol 
Montolio1,2 1duchenne Parent Project Spain, 2departament Biologia Cel.lular, Facultat de 
Biologia, universitat de Barcelona

Rare diseases have a limited access to research and drug discovery. Moreover, these type 
of diseases have a limited number of patients for companies to invest in developing treat-
ments. duchenne Muscular dystrophy (dMd) is the best-known muscular dystrophy caused 
by a mutation in a gene on the X chromosome that prevents the production of dystrophin, 
a normal protein in muscle. duchenne Parent Project Spain was created in 2008 by an ac-
tive group of parents for identifying a cure for dMd. The main objective has three points: 
1. To promote investigation to ameliorate disease symptoms, 2. To reach a big, international 
patient registry, and 3. To identify a cure. here, we show the key areas and our mission of 
removing barriers to get an important role in research by patients’ organization in order to 
accelerate the development of effective treatments

research@duchenne-spain.org
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deVelopment oF remote data entrY 
SYStem For natIonal namBYo (IntraCtaBle 
rare dISeaSe) reGIStrY In Japan
ABSTRACT n° F009_2016 / PATIEnTS And RESEARCh

hiroshi Mizushima, Yoko Sato, Mai Tanabe, Yasuhiro Kanatani, hiromitsu Ogata national 
Institute of Public health, JAPAn. E-mail: hmizushi@niph.go.jp

Purpose: national registry of nambyo is based on reimbursement of medical expense by the 
patient by application. number of application is about 1 million per year. Current paper based 
registration system results in errors, hard to perform data entry at local government, and so 
much effort required for data cleanup. To have accurate registration to the rare disease regis-
try for the welfare and research purpose, confident data entry system is important. Method: 
We have created an application on PC so that physician can put in data easily with initial 
filter for each element. data will be uploaded to the server after encryption in the applica-
tion software. data elements can be edited for each disease easily by the standardized data 
element management system. Results: First version was planned using web based data entry 
with intranet between nationwide hospitals. Our application enables data entry of Japanese 
nambyo registry easily directly from the physician. This way, data will be curated automati-
cally initially so that doctor can put in accurate information. data will be uploaded to the 
server after automatic encryption, so patient information is secured. After moving to the local 
system, data will be de-encrypted and stored for analysis. Conclusion: data entry should be 
done directly by the physician, and secure uploading system is the key for data transfer.

hmizushi@niph.go.jp
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BlaCKSWan FoundatIon
The BLACKSWAn Foundation (BSF) is a not-for-profit organization based in Switzerland and 
created in 2010 to contribute to the development of research on rare and orphan diseases 
worldwide. Its principal mission is to encourage therapeutic research and to promote infor-
mation campaigns for a better public understanding of rare conditions. 

The Foundation supports rare diseases as a whole to leverage impact, takes into account the 
complexity and hurdles of rare disease research and helps in finding new solutions that can 
assist a large variety of projects. Innovation and the use of digital communication are funda-
mental for BSF and represent a way to improve the effectiveness of its work and empower 
community participation in existing best practices.

BSF has directly supported research projects on rare diseases through donations to public 
research institutes such as the Geneva Children hospital, the harvard Medical School and the 
university of Lausanne. In 2012, the Board of the Foundation had the idea to also promote 
a more sustainable use of financial resources and started focusing its action in the develop-
ment of tools that support the work of the scientific community. 

In this optic, BSF launched the RE(ACT) Initiative, a project aimed at increasing international 
scientific cooperation and knowledge sharing. The Initiative is structured on two axes: the 
RE(ACT) Congress (started in 2012), an international scientific conference that gives research-
ers the opportunity to learn about recent advances in the area, foster new collaborations and 
inspire new ideas; and the RE(ACT) Community (launched in 2014), an online platform with a 
huge potential to connect researchers working in the field of rare diseases, share knowledge 
and promote their projects through crowdfunding campaigns so to accelerate treatments’ 
discovery. 

Cooperation with partner organizations and stakeholders is of utmost importance for the 
Foundation, which collaborates with national and international patient organizations, aca-
demic institutions, research consortia and centers of expertise. 

The BLACKSWAn Foundation is represented by its multi talented Board of Trustee and ad-
vised by its Scientific Advisory Board (SAB). The Board includes experts from a range of 
disciplines including finance, law and the health sciences. The SAB is composed by fourteen 
world leading researchers coming from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy and the uS. 

The Foundation is officially inscribed in the Swiss commercial register; it is supervised by the 
competent authority at the Swiss Federal department of home Affairs (FdhA) and recog-
nized as a public utility foundation. 

blackswanfoundation.ch 
facebook.com/Blackswan.Foundation 
twitter.com/BLACKSWAnFound
#RAREvolution
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e-rare era-net For reSearCH proGrammeS 
on rare dISeaSeS
The E-Rare consortium was built to link responsible funding organizations and ministries that 
combine the scarce resources for rare disease research and thus enable the participation of 
many researchers to transnational projects via Joint Transnational Calls (JTCs). The E-Rare 
Consortium gathers twenty-five funding organizations from 17 European, Associated and 
non-European countries (Canada).

Since 2007 E-Rare has become one of the major contributors to transnational rare diseas-
es research funding. The EC supports the coordination costs among the funding agencies. 
however, each national funding agency participating in the call funds the research carried 
out in their own countries once the projects have been selected. The E-Rare Consortium has 
launched 7 joint transnational calls for collaborative multidisciplinary research projects open 
for any rare disease (except rare cancers and rare infectious diseases), with a wide range of 
possible topics and approaches. A total of 1013 multinational applications involving more 
than 4200 research groups from European and associated countries were submitted to the 7 
calls. Two focused calls were dedicated to young, independent investigators (JTC 2012) and 
development of innovative therapeutic approaches for rare diseases (JTC 2014), respectively. 
Importantly, the 7th Joint Transnational Call, opened in december 2014, was launched jointly 
with the European Commission under the ERA-net Co-fund mechanism. Within this call 19 
research projects were recommended for funding for a total of 19.35 M€.

The highly competitive nature of the Joint Transnational Calls resulted in funding of very high 
quality projects. A large proportion of submitting researchers have outstanding track records 
with publications in the best-ranking journals. The assessment of the E-Rare funding pro-
gramme achievements based on the analysis of the final project reports confirmed also that 
E-Rare funded projects largely contribute to reducing fragmentation of resources and achiev-
ing critical mass of data and samples for research projects. All funded consortia initiated new 
infrastructures (databases, registries and biobanks) with which they achieved the critical mass 
of samples/data necessary for the development of the project. E Rare funding facilitated the 
academic training of a substantial number of young researchers (MSc and Phd students). 
Finally, E Rare was recognized as a catalyst for new collaborations but also for cooperation 
sustainability. 77 % of consortia established new collaborations thanks to the E-Rare funding 
and more than half of them succeeded in obtaining subsequent funding for their project. 
The importance of E-Rare as a collaboration “stimulator” was also confirmed by an inquiry in 
Spring 2013 among researchers that applied to E-Rare calls JTC2007 up to JTC2012 but did 
not succeed to obtain funds. The response rate to this survey was more than 20%. despite 
the fact that these applicants were not funded by E-Rare, 50% of the responders confirmed 
that applying to the E-Rare calls triggered the establishment of new collaborations and most 
of them pursued this collaboration even without E-Rare funding.
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